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Abstract
Optimal decision making with limited or no information in stochastic environments where
multiple agents interact is a challenging topic in the realm of artificial intelligence. Reinforcement
learning (RL) is a popular approach for arriving at optimal strategies by predicating stimuli, such
as the reward for following a strategy, on experience. RL is heavily explored in the single-agent
context, but is a nascent concept in multiagent problems. To this end, I propose several principled
model-free and partially model-based reinforcement learning approaches for several multiagent
settings. In the realm of normative reinforcement learning, I introduce scalable extensions to
Monte Carlo exploring starts for partially observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP), dubbed
MCES-P, where I expand the theory and algorithm to the multiagent setting. I first examine
MCES-P with probably approximately correct (PAC) bounds in the context of multiagent setting,
showing MCESP+PAC holds in the presence of other agents. I then propose a more sample-efficient
methodology for antagonistic settings, MCESIP+PAC. For cooperative settings, I extend MCES-
P to the Multiagent POMDP, dubbed MCESMP+PAC. I then explore the use of reinforcement
learning as a methodology in searching for optima in realistic and latent model environments.
First, I explore a parameterized Q-learning approach in modeling humans learning to reason in an
uncertain, multiagent environment. Next, I propose an implementation of MCES-P, along with
image segmentation, to create an adaptive team-based reinforcement learning technique to positively
identify the presence of phenotypically-expressed water and pathogen stress in crop fields.
Index words: human modeling, precision agriculture, reinforcement learning, model-free
learning, probably approximately correct learning
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the vast majority of real-world scenarios, decision makers are faced with performing under limited
or no information, where stimuli upon interacting with the environment is the only actionable metric
to drive action. Reinforcement learning (RL) is a powerful tool for reasoning in the context of
machine learning, derived from countless decades of research on human behavior [52]. By predicating
stimuli solely on observations of an environment with features that are largely or entirely latent,
decision makers can learn to behave optimally with regards to the elicited information [53].
For this reason, I investigate advancements in contemporary reinforcement learning research
along two axis: theoretical contributions to advancing the search for optima under extremely limited
information and, additionally, the performance of contextualized reinforcement learning in modeling
mixed-agent environments.
1.1 Advancing Theory in Multiagent Reinforcement Learning
Making the best decision in a realistic, stochastic environment is a complex and computationally
expensive task, even when the mechanics of that environment are known. The presence of other
agents, also interacting and affecting the state of the environment, further complicates the process
of selecting the most valuable behavior to adopt. In real world situations, the knowledge of how an
environment works, even when acting alone, is highly unlikely to be available. In these situations,
the agent can search for optimal behavior only through interaction, learning the value of executing
strategies through experience.
The algorithms proposed in Chapters 4 and 5 are designed to accomplish the highly complex
task of searching for optimal strategies in environments burdened by partial observability and
several agents acting simultaneously. In contemporary works, even the task of optimal planning in
the face of such stochasticity is a difficult task. I take this setting, and its associated complexity,
to an even higher level of difficulty, where the details of stochasticity are not known to subject
agents. With the application of reinforcement learning and principled sampling techniques, I propose
several methods for arriving at optimal strategies under a variety of perspectives in multiagent
systems (MAS), inspired by Monte Carlo Exploring Starts for POMDPs (MCES-P) [38], a method
for model-free learning and hill-climbing to local optima for partially observable Markov Decision
Processes (POMDPs).
1. MCES-P with PAC bounds MCESP+PAC: I establish statistical bounds via probably approxi-
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mately correct learning (PAC learning) for the existing MCES-P algorithm in the multiagent
setting, where the subject agent behaves as if the opponent does not exist, referred to as the
single-agent perspective. Previously, guarantees for MCESP+PAC existed only for the single
agent context.
2. MCES for POMDPs, MCES-MP and MCESMP+PAC: I introduce MCES-P to the instant
communication team setting, multiagent POMDPs (MPOMDPs), where a centralized controller
explores joint policies for two or more agents, also providing guarantees on the optimality of
the converged policy.
3. MCES for Interactive POMDPs, MCES-IP and MCESIP+PAC: In the most complex of settings,
I further expand Monte Carlo Exploring Starts to include a partially model-based approach in
which the subject agent learns and reasons about the behavior of an opponent in an attempt to
speed up convergence to local optima. As with previous methods, I establish PAC guarantees
of optimality.
These three extensions fill a significant and necessary gap in the nascent field of learning
optimal strategies in multiagent systems under uncertainty. MCESMP+PAC generalizes the POMDP
solution methodology of MCESP+PAC to learning in a truly multiagent domain in a model-free
fashion, marking a significant departure from previous literature. While MCESP+PAC can be
straightforwardly extended to the multiagent context, the explicit modeling in MCESIP+PAC shows
significant gains in scalability in sample complexity, as well.
1.2 Applying Reinforcement Learning as a Model of Human Rea-
soning
Canonical reinforcement learning is versatile and powerful unmodified, representing an excellent
method reflecting perfectly rational behavior. In strategic domains, however, humans express
descriptive reasoning, often deviating from rational behavior due to cognitive biases. Chapter 6
explores a process model adapted from reinforcement learning which captures the effect of these
biases. Inspired by behavioral game theory, this descriptive reinforcement learning algorithm fits
a model using principled computational psychology parameters over data collected from humans
playing a strategic, sequential game. Several biases are represented in this computational model.
1. Forgetfulness: The phenomenon whereby humans subnormatively deteriorate previous knowl-
edge. Normative Q-learning contains the learning parameter α, which is already able to
capture this effect.
2. Spillover : Adapted from eligibility traces, the descriptive RL algorithm allows for the propaga-
tion of stimuli received in a physical state to nearby states, replicating the erroneous behavior
of humans misattributing an experience to nearby locations.
3. Subproportional Weighting : Established in the field of prospect theory, humans tend to cate-
gorically under- and over-weight probabilities in domains involving chance. In our experiments,
humans are asked to make assessments of success.
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I show that this descriptive reinforcement learning model reflects the behavior of these subjects
well when faced with uncertainty in an uncertain, multiagent environment. By fitting the parameters
with a portion of data collected from experiments, where human participants are tasked with
assessing the probability of success in a strategic game, I compare a variety of RL approaches in
predicting these judgments, and illustrate and discuss the performance of the best of these.
1.3 Applying Team Reinforcement Learning to Precision Agricul-
ture
The low-cost availability of imaging technology has given rise to the rapidly developing field of
precision agriculture, often marked by the use of multispectral image collection via autonomous
uninhabited aerial vehicles (AUAVs) [65]. As an example, recent efforts combining AUAVs, nor-
malized difference vegetation index (NDVI) imaging, and environmental barometric and water
potential sensors have been used to create efficient autonomous systems for targeted crop field
watering [58]. Additionally, many targeted image processing systems have been developed for the
purpose of specific disease identification based on phenotypic expression, such as lesions, browning,
and tumors [31].
While precision watering techniques have dramatically improved yields for large-scale farms, the
advent of autonomous intervention for disease propagation is nascent [31]. While some generalized
models exist to detect these stresses, they have not been introduced to the distributed autonomous
systems as in precision watering. To that end, I adopt the problem of identifying and predicting
the onset of stresses (pest and pathogen) in crop fields via environmental sensor and image data,
taken at various resolutions throughout a growing season. I factor the distribution of functional
capabilities of our physical system into four distinct layers, comprised of satellites (layer 3), AUAVs
(L2), autonomous uninhabited ground vehicles (AUGVS, L1), and static ground-level sensors (L0).
Generally, the output of each layer (excluding L0) is used to inform the decision making of the
layer below it by raising a call-to-action, wherein the layer believes a stress is occurring based on
phenotypic expression that differs in a geographical location.
Figure 1.1: Layer composition of physical sensor modalities in the crop field problem domain. Images
and Layer 0 data are used in each layer to inform subsequent layers of possible stress, where AUGVs
are constrained by AUAVs, and AUAVs are constrained by satellites.
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A common challenge of real-world problem domains, particularly in the agricultural domain, is
the constraint on sample availability for machine learning. Since we are attempting to uncover the
true state of stress in a crop field without prior knowledge, we propose a model-free exploration
of policies a la Perkins’ Monte Carlo Exploring Starts (MCES) for Partially Observable Markov
Decision Processes (POMDPs), labeled MCES-P [38]. MCES-P iterates over memory-less policies
that directly map actions to observations, instead of beliefs of the state [63]. As a first best effort
towards our goal, we assemble our sensor modalities into a heterogeneous team, utilize an image
processing technique to extract potentially stressed sectors, and learn policies that map these
observations of phenotypic deviations to calls for intervention.
1.4 Dissertation Organization
The dissertation is organized as follows:
Chapter 1 Introduction to the model-free reinforcement learning domains that are
tackled in this work.
Chapter 2 Review of the background material utilized in this work, including relevant
Markov models, approximation techniques, and state of the art in reinforce-
ment learning techniques for multiagent systems and precision agriculture.
Chapter 3 Review of related work in the fields of reinforcement learning, multiagent
Markov models, and precision agriculture, in imaging and reasoning capacities.
Comparisons are made to the contributions of this dissertation.
Chapter 4 Methods for performing reasoning in multiagent systems via model-free
reinforcement learning. I apply contemporary literature as a baseline, and
expand theory with features capturing multiagent behavior.
Chapter 5 Expanded theory on Chap. 4 algorithms, ensuring statistical guarantees on
optimality are met.
Chapter 6 Models for descriptively modifying reinforcement learning to capture latent
features of human decision making for enhanced predictive accuracy.
Chapter 7 Aggregate reinforcement learning model for teams of agents, promoting
capabilities to detect and predict the presence of a stress through image
processing.
Chapter A Appendix containing longform proofs of lemmas and propositions throughout
the work.
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, I introduce the relevant topics that define the scope of the learning algorithms
proposed in the succeeding chapters. I first cover the frameworks, in order of generality, used to
model agents interacting in an environment. I then introduce reinforcement learning as a departure
point for agents learning optimal strategies in these environments. Next, I introduce a method
for statistically guaranteeing the optimality of learned strategies. The following section covers a
specific method leveraging reinforcement learning for POMDPs. I then cover necessary background
for descriptive reinforcement learning as exhibited by humans in strategic environments. Lastly, I
cover the state of the art in precision agriculture via imaging techniques.
2.1 Models of Decision Making
The task of making decisions in a sequential, stochastic environment can be modeled with the
Markov decision process (MDP) framework [5], which describes the features of the environment,
including the physical states of the environment, the possible actions available to the decision maker
(hereafter called an agent), the probabilities of transitioning between states given an action, and
the rewards of states and, potentially, performing actions in them. Solutions to the MDP map the
physical states of the environment to an action, and optimal search techniques over these solutions
attempt to converge to one that maximizes the expected reward of following it.
In many cases, the physical state may be hidden from the subject agent, instead being revealed
by a noisy observation, an extension called the partially observable MDP (POMDP) [23]. The
POMDP contains the same features as the MDP, but further includes observations the agent may
receive and the probabilities of receiving some observation from a state. When interacting with
the environment, the agent does not know which state it is in, but instead receives one of these
observations. Solutions may map observations to actions or, given the observation function, may
map states to actions and require inferring about the possible state given received observations.
This inference is formalized in the belief update.
These frameworks, which are limited to agents interacting with environments alone, are ex-
tensively well-explored. The last decade has witnessed an explosion in focus on providing such
formalizations to multiagent systems (MAS), which include environments of varying observability
where multiple agents interact. The cooperative multiagent MDP (COM-MDP) [40], in which agents
are able to instantly communicate their actions to one another prior to execution, is an example
of the simplest of such settings, but already illustrates an exponentially larger state and action
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space. The multiagent POMDP (MPOMDP) [33] is like the COM-MDP except the state is hidden.
MPOMDPs are a special case of the more difficult decentralized POMDP (DEC-POMDP) [6].
Here, communication is not assumed, but is still within the confines of team settings, in that a
joint team reward is given to all agents. The interactive POMDP (I-POMDP) [15] is one of the
most computationally difficult of the multiagent generalizations of POMDPs. In addition to the
exponentially larger state and action space, collaboration is not incentivized (and is, in fact, often
suboptimal) and opponent behavior is difficult to predict (and must be inferred about). I-POMDP
agents must reason not only about the state from observations, but also the motivations and actions
of the opponent, anticipating their moves, potentially considering that the opponent may, in fact,
be modeling the subject.
Formally, the POMDP is defined as a tuple 〈S,A,Ω, T,O,R〉, where S is the set of physical
states, A defines the set of actions the subject agent may take, Ω is the set of observations the
subject agent receives from physical states, T : S × A → S defines the transition probabilities of
arriving in state s′ from state s when taking action a. Ω defines the set of observations an agent
may receive, with O : S × A → Ω defining the probabilities of receiving one from a state taking
an action. The multiagent configurations covered in this dissertation includes the set of agents in
the frame, I. For the MPOMDP, S, A, and Ω are the joint of the states, actions, and observations
over all agents i ∈ I. The I-POMDP also includes mj ∈Mj , 〈hj , pij〉, which is the set of models,
including a history of observation-action pairs and a policy for the opponent.
Even with knowledge of the mechanics of the environment, such as the transition and observation
functions, finding optimal solutions to the variety of highly complex multiagent generalizations of
POMDPs is very computationally expensive. However, the burden is significantly worsened without
explicit knowledge of these functions. In my research, I propose frameworks for learning the optimal
policy even in such settings (referred to as model-free learning), a task that is often significantly
more difficult than simply planning in stochastic environments.
2.2 Reinforcement Learning
In many real world scenarios, knowledge of the model of the environment in the MDP, such as
the state transition or observation functions, are not known. In this case, the agent can rely
instead on experience through its interactions, learning which behavior is most valuable through
trial-and-error. While several supervised learning techniques exist, the assumption of an expert
advising or correcting the subject agent heavily limits the scope of applicable problems. In the
realm of unsupervised learning, no approach is more fundamental or widespread in machine learning
literature as reinforcement learning [24].
Simply, the behavior of a reinforcement learning agent can be characterized as a balance between
exploring the space of possible strategies (usually referred to as a policy) and exploiting the action-
value knowledge acquired from interaction, selecting actions that maximize its expected reward [53].
Consequently, the process of reinforcement learning is largely an online one, where experience is
acquired by an agent executing actions and recording their results.
Temporal difference learning (TD(λ)) calculates the value of being in a particular state of the
MDP when executing a given policy (a configuration referred to as on-policy) [51]. This simple
technique represents one of the earliest and most important reinforcement learning implementations
applicable to MDPs. TD(λ) is formalized in the following equation.
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V (s;α, λ) = V (s) + α(r(s) + γ · V (s′)− V (s))e(s;λ) (2.1)
Here, α is a learning rate (which can be fixed or depreciated over time to prioritize exploitation
as more data is acquired), r(s) is the immediate reward and s′ the resultant state when taking the
action prescribed by the policy at state s, and γ is a depreciation factor for future rewards. e(s;λ)
is defined as the eligibility trace, representing a short-term memory of the interaction with state s,
allowing the quick propagation of reward from future steps to eligible states [27]. The eligibility
trace is dependent on the state s and is multiplied by λ, often depreciated (i.e. 0 < λ < 1).
Eligibility traces are shown to significantly speed up learning for frequently visited states [7].
When performing the value update after experiencing the transition of state s to its next state s′,
the state receives an augmented reward relative to its eligibility, defined as
e(s;λ) =
{
γλet−1(sˆ) if s 6= sˆ
γλet−1(sˆ) + 1, if s = sˆ
(2.2)
Watkins’ Q-learning [60] is a well-known off-policy TD-learning technique, in which the accu-
mulated value is additionally predicated on the execution of an action. Q-learning is considered
off-policy as it allows an agent to adopt any a, not necessarily the one prescribed by a particular
strategy, when calculating value. Equation 2.3 describes the Q-learning update process.
Q(s, a;α)← Q(s, a) + α(r(s) + γmax
a′
Q(s′, a′)−Q(s, a)) (2.3)
Q-learning differs from traditional TD-learning in two significant ways. First, the use of state-
action pairs allows the flexibility to explore strategies not prescribed by the policy. Second, note
that the Q-value for the next state includes a max operator for selecting the action, which serves as
an estimation of the best achievable future reward, not an estimate of the policy value. In this sense,
Q-learning learns action values relative to the greedy policy and can learn as the policy changes.
SARSA [45] is an on-policy RL technique, as in canonical TD-learning, but also predicates
values on the state-action tuple, like Q-learning. Consequently, SARSA learns the action-values
relative specifically to the policy being executed. SARSA updates similarly to Q-learning, but does
not select a greedy next action, instead just selecting the action the policy prescribes at state s.
Q(s, a;α)← Q(s, a) + α(r(s) + γQ(s′, a′)−Q(s, a)) (2.4)
Both Q-learning and SARSA can utilize eligibility traces by a simple application of e(s;λ) as
in Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2. Note that the inclusion of the action in eligibility traces is unnecessary, but
possible.
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2.3 PALO: PAC Learning for Sequential Strategies
Probably approximately correct (PAC) learning is a human-inspired technique for probabilistically
bounding the errors that may arise in the acquisition of information [57]. These bounds are generated
a la Hoeffding’s inequality, a method to estimate sample average deviation, x¯, from an unknown
population mean, µ. This requires user-specified parameters bounding the probabilistic error of the
sample average, δ ∈ (0, 1), and the numerical distance of the sample average to the mean,  > 0.
Pr(|x¯− µ| > ) ≤ 2 · exp{−2k
( 
Λ
)2} (2.5)
Here, Λ is defined as the minimum and maximum value possible when sampling µ and k is the
sample count of x¯. The significant trait of Hoeffding’s inequality is the ability to bound the error
without explicit knowledge of the population mean. By bounding the expression with δ, k can be
resolved to the lower bound for the required sample satisfying the requirements of  and δ.
Probably Approximately Locally Optimal (PALO), is a reinforcement learning technique that
leverages PAC bounds to hill-climb through a series of performance elements (problem solvers),
Θ [19]. In each stage of PALO, a set of neighboring performance elements (defined as an element
that differs only in a single decision from the original element) are generated and sampled according
to the associated PAC bounds. The goal of PALO is to transform an initial performance element
until it cannot find a transformation that increases the expected value. To do this, PALO samples
each performance element k times, derived from the inequality as follows.
k =
⌈
2
(
Λ[Θm]

)2
ln
2|T [Θm]|
δm
⌉
(2.6)
where m is the count of transformations that have been performed, Λ[Θm] is defined as the
maximum difference between Θm and any of its neighbors, defined later in this section, T is the
neighborhood of the element, and δm is the current δ, calculated as
δm =
6δ
pi2m2
(2.7)
PALO updates the sampled average value difference of each neighbor element Θ′ against the
current selected element with the equation
∆(Θm,Θ
′, i)← ∆(Θm,Θ′, i− 1) + [c(Θ′, qi)− c(Θm, qi)] (2.8)
where c[Θ, q] is the empirical value of executing performance element Θ for query q. PALO
climbs to the neighbor if the difference satisfies the approximate value bound .
∆(Θm,Θ
′, i)/i > (m, i, k) (2.9)
This expression allows PALO to terminate before the sample count i reaches the sample bound
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k. While there is more variance in the empirically derived expected value,  is larger for smaller i,
shrinking to  as i→ k.
(m, i, k) =

Λ(Θm,Θ
′)
√
1
2i ln
2(k−1)|T (Θm)|
δm
if i < k

2 if i = k
+∞ otherwise
(2.10)
Λ(Θm,Θ
′) is the range between the maximum and minimum differences between an element
and its neighbor. The maximum distance is defined as Λ[Θm], used in Eq. 2.6. PALO terminates
when the current element dominates all its neighbors by 1 − (m, i, k). Utilizing these derived
bounds, PALO provides PAC statistical guarantees formalized in the following theorem, adapted
from Thm. 1 of [19].
Theorem 1. PALO incrementally produces a series of performance elements Θ1,Θ2, ...Θm such
that, for every element in the series Θj−1,Θj, and with probability 1− δ:
1. Θj dominates Θj−1 in expected value, and
2. Θm is -locally optimal; that is, no performance element Θ
′ ∈ T (Θm) dominates Θ−m and
Θm is within  of a local optima
2.4 Monte Carlo Exploring Starts for POMDPs
Perkins’ Monte Carlo Exploring Starts for POMDPs (MCES-P) implements model-free reinforcement
learning via Q-learning as a mechanism for solving MDPs online [38]. MCES-P differs from Q-
learning for MDPs in that, instead of evaluating the action-values empirically sampled in states or
for observation histories [54], the algorithm evaluates the policy itself. Leveraging a variation of
Q-learning called exploring starts [53], MCES-P evaluates the action-values of a randomly selected
observation history in the policy. To arrive at an optimal solution to the POMDP, the algorithm
locally explores the neighborhood of a policy at each stage. If the empirically calculated expected
value of a neighbor dominates the original policy, MCES-P transforms the policy to the neighbor. If
no better neighbor can be located for the given policy, MCES-P terminates. Algorithm 1 formalizes
the MCES-P process as proposed in [38].
In the simplest approach MCESP-SAA (or MCESP using Sample Average Approximation),
α(n, i) = 1i+1 , (n, i, j) = +∞ if i = j < k, and k is arbitrarily selected. This method iteratively
examines every observation and action in a round robin fashion. The expressions in line 5 are
defined as the following.
Definition 1. Let the trajectory τ be a tuple representing a horizon T sample of the environment,
containing the histories of observations received, actions taken, and rewards obtained when executing
a policy, τ = 〈a0, r0, o1, a1, r1, ...oT−1, aT−1, rT−1〉.
Definition 2. Let pi ← (o, a) denote a policy pi in which the action in the policy on receiving the
observation o is replaced with a. As such, pi ← (o, a) is a policy in the neighborhood of pi.
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Algorithm 1 MCES-P
Require: Q-value table initialized; initial policy pi that is greedy w.r.t. Q-values; learning rate schedule α;
horizon T ; sample count bound k
1: co,a ← 0 for all o and a
2: m← 0
3: repeat
4: Choose some o and a ∈ A(o)
5: Generate a trajectory, τ , according to pi ← (o, a).
6: Qo,a ← (1− α(m, co,a))Qo,a + α(m, co,a)Rpost−o(τ)
7: co,a ← co,a + 1
8: if maxa′ Qo,a′ − (m, co,a′ , co,pi(o), k) > Qo,pi(o) then
9: pi(o)← a′ ∈ arg maxa′ Qo,a′ − (m, co,a′ , co,pi(o), k)
10: m← m+ 1
11: co′′,a′′ ← 0 for all o′′ and a′′
12: until termination
Note that the Q-values are updated with the value present in Rpost−o(τ), which is the rewards
obtained in the trajectory τ after observing the observation o. Similarly, the function Rpre−o(τ)
represents the reward in τ that precedes o. The value of the policy pi can therefore be decomposed
as the following expression.
V pi = Epi{R(pi)}
= Epi{Rpre−o(τ)}+ Epi{Rpost−o(τ)}
Recall that the goal of reinforcement learning is to arrive at an optima by searching for
solutions that maximize expected value. Though MCES-P only utilizes the rewards following the
observation, since the policies are only transformed on actions at the selected observation (that is,
Qpio,a = E
pi←(o,a){Rpost−o(τ)}), this property is still maintained.
V pi +  ≥ V pi←(o,a)
⇐⇒Epi{Rpre−o(τ)}+ Epi{Rpost−o(τ)}+  ≥ Epi←(o,a){Rpre−o(τ)}+ Epi←(o,a){Rpost−o(τ)}
⇐⇒Epi{Rpost−o(τ)}+  ≥ Epi←(o,a){Rpost−o(τ)} ⇐⇒ Qpio,pi(o) +  ≥ Qpio,a
(2.11)
MCES-P’s success rate at finding optima is highly dependent on the accuracy of the empirically
derived expected action-values. With low k, the sample average has high variance, and MCES-P
may therefore erroneously transform or terminate. If each observation is sampled with high k,
MCES-P will transform to policies with strictly monotonically increasing value and terminate at a
local optima.
MCES-P with PAC guarantees (hereafter MCESP+PAC) introduces PAC bounds to provide
guarantees for this property, reproducing the parameters in PALO using α(m, i) = 1i+1 , Λ(pi) as the
range of rewards generated by Rpost−o for any o when executing pi, δm = 6δm2pi2 , and the following
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sample count and comparison definitions.
km =
⌈
2
(
Λ(pi)

)2
ln
2N
δm
⌉
(2.12)
where N = |Ai| · |Ωi|
T−1
|Ωi|−1 − 1 is the number of neighboring transformed policies. Λ is defined
following the comparison bound definition.
(m, i, j, k) =

Λ(pi, pi′)
√
1
2i ln
2(km−1)N
δm
if i = j < k

2 if i = j = km
+∞ otherwise
(2.13)
Recall that Λ in PALO bounds the maximum distance between the minimum and maximum
samples taken from a policy and its neighbor. The MCES-P version, replacing the sample average
with Q-values, is defined below.
Λ(pii, pi
′
i) , maxτ (Qpii −Qpi′i)−minτ (Qpii −Qpi′i)
≤
T−1∑
t=0
{(Ri,max −Ri,min)− (Ri,min −Ri,max)}
=
T−1∑
t=0
2(Ri,max −Ri,min) = 2T (Ri,max −Ri,min) (2.14)
Λ(pi) is merely defined as maxpi′ Λ(pi, pi
′) where pi′ ∈ N (pi), or a neighbor of pi. Reproducing
PALO’s guarantees, MCESP+PAC therefore has the following theoretical property.
Theorem 2. MCESP+PAC incrementally produces a series of policies pi1, pi2, ...pim and with proba-
bility 1− δ, pij dominates pij−1 for all 0 < j ≤ m in expected value, and pim is -locally optimal
2.5 Imaging in Precision Agriculture
The availability of high-dimensional multispectral image data of crop fields in the last few years [13]
has dramatically increased the development of computational systems designed to analyze and
interpret crop image data. In parallel, NDVI was established as a powerful metric for image data,
as it computes visual attributes of crop fields while eliminating non-vegetative properties [48].
Using temporally-evolving image processing via NDVI imaging in crops is a nascent and quickly
growing field [44]. Contemporary work largely focuses on retrospective curve-fitting, as in time series
analysis on Advanced Very-High-Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) [32] and Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)[47] data, with several focusing on the root-mean-squared
deviation (RMSD) metric over pairwise pixel differences as an image comparison methodology [13].
As I explore online environments, and therefore must make immediate estimates of possibly
early or ongoing crop stress, retrospective models do not satisfy my needs. Therefore, I instead
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focus on adapting these methods to online settings, exploring methodologies using pairwise image
differences.
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Chapter 3
Related Work
3.1 Learning in Multiagent Systems
Several methods tackle the task of optimal planning in partially observable environments both from
the single and multiagent perspectives. For the former, POMDPs are concerned with arriving at
optimal policies predicated on observations of hidden states given explicit knowledge of environment
mechanics [46]. For the latter, frameworks include the MPOMDP [33] and decentralized POMDP
(Dec-POMDP) [6] both of which adopt the joint planning perspective in cooperative settings, and
the interactive POMDP (I-POMDP) [15] that adopts a subjective perspective to cooperative and
non-cooperative settings.
A strong majority of the focus on MPOMDPs is concerned with optimal planning assuming
knowledge of environment mechanics. However, a recent effort is concerned with the task of learning
the underlying mechanics prior to planning as a form of model-based RL. Bayes-Adaptive POMDPs
(BA-POMDPs) [41] generates approximate observation and transition functions via online sampling,
which is extended to the MPOMDP setting in [1]. Purely model-free learning in the cooperative
multiagent setting is, to the best of our knowledge, currently unexplored.
Monte Carlo Q-Alternating [4] is a quasi model-based RL approach that uses online Q-learning
in a cooperative multiagent environment where the policy of the other agent is held fixed. While no
model is known a priori, Monte Carlo Q-Alternating contains an intermediate step of estimating
model parameters and leveraging them for planning. After converging, the first agent fixes its policy
and the other agent learns. MCES-MP similarly requires shared knowledge and communication,
but allows simultaneous learning by all agents while maintaining convergence requirements and is
purely model-free. Additionally, the instantiation MCESMP+PAC provides statistical guarantees of
local optimality.
Factored-value partially observable Monte Carlo planning [2] provides a scalable approach to
solving MPOMDPs by factoring the value function to exploit the structure of multiagent systems but
requires either explicit knowledge of the environment models or a reasonably close transition model
learned using the BA-MPOMDP application of factored-value Monte Carlo planning. -optimality
is established for the former case, but not the latter.
A Bayes-Adaptive I-POMDP (BA-IPOMDP) [35] maintains a vector of latent models of environ-
ment mechanics and updates its belief over these models online. In contrast to learning policies for
all agents, MCES-IP focuses on learning the policy of an individual self-interested agent that shares
its environment with cooperative or noncooperative agents. It does not require explicit models of the
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environment, which are potentially infinite in the case of BA-IPOMDPs. Effectively, BA-IPOMDP
casts model-free learning as planning over an infinite space. Along similar lines, Hoang and Low [21]
show how a flat Dirichlet Multinomial distribution may be utilized to represent the posterior in
interactive Bayes-optimal RL by an agent interacting with other self-interested agents. Differing
from our context, the state is assumed to be perfectly observable.
3.2 Models of Human Learning
Reinforcement learning has received much attention as a computational technique for modeling
human play in strategic games. Several approaches to applying default reinforcement learning have
been explored in order to explain phenomena in human decision making, such as eligibility traces to
generalize reward stimuli in economic games [51]. Additionally, the state space has been generalized
in grid-world problems to simulate value association between like states [30]. Several extensions to
default reinforcement learning have been used to explain phenomena in human decision making,
such as neural spikes [51] and principled grid- world generalizations [30].
Behavioral game theoretic extensions have been applied to single-shot and repeated games [42, 43].
This differs from our context of repeated sequential games with a dynamic state. Erev and Roth [42]
applied reinforcement learning to public good, market and ultimatum games. In this application,
cognitive biases such as the spill over of attraction to neighboring strategies were modeled. In
follow up work, Erev and Roth [43] expanded their analysis by demonstrating their descriptive
reinforcement learning model’s predictive capabilities against a large set of available games. As in
their previous work, the games were single-shot and simple in design.
3.3 Image Processing and Automated Systems for Precision Agri-
culture
Machine learning in agricultural domains falls under the body of work characterized by the category
of precision agriculture, tackled by a variety of fields, including agriculture, agronomics, computer
science, robotics, engineering, and physics. In particular, the relevant subtopics I explore include
disease detection, nutrient deficiency, and insufficient water potential. This data provides a basis for
precision agro-management, such as through spot spraying, targeted water irrigation and nitrogen
application.
The most recent advance in precision agriculture is the FarmBeats initiative driven by Microsoft
AI [58], in which a variety of network-accessible sensor modalities, including soil water potential
sensors and AUAVs, are arranged to provide automated and targeted water intervention. This
methodology is powerful for tackling stresses due to underwatering, but is incapable of detecting
the presence of pathogens, pests and nutrient deficiency, which express themselves phenotypically.
Concerning the goal of disease identification and intervention, the wide array of contemporary
efforts leverage phenotypic expressions of stress largely via thermal detection [26] and are often
specific to the expression from a specific disease [31]. What remains is a generalized model that
encompasses the variety of stresses in a model-free way. That is, instead of seeking a particular
expression, learn the correlation between erroneous growth patterns, leaf and fruit necrosis or
chlorosis, leaf spots, leaf striations and wilting (as caused by stress) and the available image and
environmental data.
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Chapter 4
Normative Reinforcement Learning in
Multiagent Settings
In this chapter, I propose several templates for extending Perkins’ MCES-P in multiagent settings.
I begin with a brief redefinition of MCES-P to accommodate the solution space (hereafter referred
to as policy space), which maps observation sequences, including private observations of opponent
behavior, to actions, as opposed to single observations as in its original formulation. I introduce
two novel settings: MCES-MP, which reflects the team MPOMDP setting, and MCES-IP, solving
problems in the I-POMDP setting.
In these sequential multiagent settings, the Q-value are updated with Rpost−~o(τ), or the reward
following the observation sequence ~o in trajectory τ . As V pi = Epi{Rpre−~o(τ)}+Epi{Rpost−~o(τ)} in
the sequential setting, the comparison in Eq. 2.11 holds. I redefine trajectory τ for the multiagent
setting and transformation function pi ← (~oi, a) similarly to Defs. 1 and 2.
It is important to note that the maximum observation sequence length of these policies is bound
by horizon T . That is, the policies are designed only for problems that last up to T rounds.
Definition 3. Let τ = (a0, r0, o1, a1, r1, . . . , oT , aT , rT ) denote the trajectory of all agents, where
ot denotes the joint observations o = 〈o¯1, o¯2, ...o¯Z〉 at time step t, at be the profile of their ac-
tions, and r be the reward. Trajectory τ is composed of the individual agent trajectories τi =
(a0i , r
0
i , o¯
1
i , a
1
i , r
1
i , . . . , o¯
T
i , a
T
i , r
T
i ), i = 1, . . . , Z where o¯
t
i, a
t
i, r
t
i are agent i’s observation, action and re-
ward in joints ot, at, rt, respectively. o¯ may be a single private observation, a single public observation
(received by all agents), or a combination of the two, depending on the context.
Consequently, Rpost−~oi(τ) is the cumulative reward following ~oi in the τi component of τ .
Definition 4. Let pii ← (~oi, a) denote agent i’s policy pii in which the action in the policy on
receiving the observation history ~oi is replaced with a. As such, pii ← (~o, a) is a policy in the
neighborhood of pii.
This chapter defines the templates of the three multiagent extensions of MCES-P. In Ch. 5, I
cover their instantiations, including a policy search space optimization technique and the theoretical
contributions of PAC, as well as experimental results.
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4.1 MCES-P: The Single Agent Perspective
Algorithm 2 redefines MCES-P in the sequential, multiagent domain. In both MCES-P and MCES-
IP, the observations received at each time step of the sequence is a tuple of both a public observation
of the physical state of the environment and private signal of the opponents action, o¯i = {o, oi}.
The subject agent receives only their individual portion of the trajectory τi ∈ τ . Additionally, for
both MCES-P and MCES-IP, I assume the opponent enacts a deterministic policy or a mixed policy
stochastically selected from two or more deterministic policies.
Algorithm 2 MCES-P in the multiagent setting
Require: Q-value table initialized; initial policy pii that is greedy w.r.t. Q-values; learning rate
schedule α; horizon T ; sample count bound k
1: c~oi,ai ← 0 for all ~oi and ai
2: m← 0
3: repeat
4: Pick some observation history ~oi and action ai
5: Modify pii to pii ← (~oi, ai)
6: Generate trajectory τ of length T according to pii ← (~oi, ai) (this involves simulating the
implicit policies of other agents as well)
7: Qpii←~oi,ai ← (1− α(m, c~oi,ai)) Qpii←~oi,ai + α(m, c~oi,ai) Rpost−~oi(τ)
8: c~oi,ai ← c~oi,ai + 1
9: if maxa′i Qpii←~oi,a′i −Qpii > (m, c~oi,ai , c~oi,pii(~oi)) then
10: pii(~oi)← a′i where a′i ∈ arg maxQpii←~oi,a′i
11: m← m+ 1
12: for all ~oi, ai do
13: c~oi,a ← 0
14: until termination
The algorithm begins with an initialized Q-table and count vectors over each observation
sequence, which contains a sequence of public and private observations, and actions (lines 1-2).
MCES-P then randomly selects an observation sequence and samples the environment using the
initial policy and the action-transformed policy on that observation sequence (lines 4-6). If, after
k samples, one of these neighbors dominates the current policy, MCES-P transforms to the new
policy, updates the transformation count, and begins sampling again on a new sequence (lines 9-13).
If no neighbor dominates this policy, MCES-P terminates.
MCES-P in the multiagent setting therefore proceeds identically to the canonical case in Perkins’
work, except where the policies are mappings from observation sequences to actions, and the sequence
contains tuples of public and private observations. The significant changes to MCES-P appear in
the theoretical contributions of introducing PAC, presented in Sec. 5.1. Additionally, the changes to
MCES-P are not the primary contributions of my work, and serve only as a baseline comparison to
the template MCES-IP.
4.2 MCES-MP: The Team Setting
As noted in Sec. 2.2, very few methodologies exist for performing RL in multiagent settings. As
MPOMDPs are a generalization of POMDPs, where observations and actions are replaced by their
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joint, extending MCES-P is a very attractive proposal. In the MPOMDP, each agent receives a
noisy private observation of the environment, o¯ = oi, without observations of the opponent action.
These observations are communicated instantaneously to a centralized controller that proposes
policy transformations to each agent, which are executed in unison. The controller then evaluates
the empirical Q-value for each agent and decides whether the transformations should be selected.
Algorithm 3 defines the MCES-MP process.
Algorithm 3 MCES-MP
Require: Profile of agent policies {pii}Zi=1, that are greedy w.r.t. initial Q-values; learning rate
schedule α; error ; probability δ; horizon T ; sample count bound k
1: for all i ∈ I do
2: for all ~oi, ai do
3: ci~oi,ai ← 0
4: m← 0
5: repeat
6: Pick some joint observation history ~o (={~oi}Zi=1), and joint action ~a (={ai}Zi=1)
7: for all i ∈ I do
8: Construct neighboring policy pii ← (~oi, ai)
9: Generate trajectory τ (={τi}Zi=1) of length T with each agent using its transformed policy
pii ← (~oi, ai)
10: for all i ∈ I do
11: Qi~oi,ai ← (1− α(m, ci~oi,ai , ci~oi,pii(~oi))) ·Qi~oi,ai + α(m, ci~oi,ai , ci~oi,pii(~oi)) ·Rpost−~oi(τ)
12: ci~oi,ai ← ci~oi,ai + 1
13: if
∧
i∈I
(
max
a′i∈Ai
Qi~oi,a′i
− (n, ci~oi,ai , ci~oi,pii(~oi)) > Qi~oi,pii(~o)
)
then
14: m← m+ 1
15: for all i ∈ I do
16: pii(~oi)← a′i
17: for all ~oi, ai do
18: ci~oi,ai ← 0
19: until termination
MCES-MP proceeds similarly to MCES-P in the multiagent setting. MCES-MP begins with a
joint set of individual policies for all agents i ∈ I, an initial Q-table for each agent, and a count
vector over the number of joint trajectories the agent has received when considering an individual
observation sequence and action (lines 1-3). MCES-MP then selects a random joint observation
sequence and joint action for the subject agents (line 6), proposes transformations for each which
are sampled simultaneously (lines 7-8), and evaluates whether the new policies are better for all
agents (lines 9-12). If, after k samples, every agent’s transformed policy dominates their initial
policy, MCES-MP transforms (line 13). If there is no joint policy in which all agents benefit (even if
some agents may benefit from it), MCES-MP terminates.
MCES-MP differs in a few notable ways from MCES-P. First, solutions to the MPOMDP are
over joint policies and, in the canonical case, therefore joint observations mapped to joint actions.
However, in our formulation, each agent receives an individual observation of the environment, thus
policies in MCES-MP are single observations to actions without private observations of opponent
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actions. Second, the Q-values are predicated on individual rewards, which are factored for each agent,
and therefore each agent must maintain their own Q-table. Third, the comparison determining
whether a transformation is selected must be mutually beneficial, and is thus the conjunction of
each transformation satisfying the domination criteria.
4.3 MCES-IP: Modeling Non-cooperative Opponents
Interactive POMDPs (I-POMDPs) [15] define the setting in which a subject agent and one or more
opponents interact simultaneously in a sequential, partially observable environment. The physical
state in the I-POMDP is augmented to the interaction state, which includes not only the location
of the subject agent but also the belief over the opponents location and model. The model of the
opponent can be simply a deterministic mapping of observations to actions (called a subintentional
model), or a model nearly as complex as the subject agent itself, which relies on beliefs over the
opponents’ models of the subject themselves.
Monte Carlo Exploring Starts for I-POMDPs (MCES-IP) [10] searches over the same policy space
as MCES-P, with both public observations of the environment and private signals of opponent actions,
but additional predicates empirically derived expected rewards on opponent action sequences. These
sequences are derived from a calculated belief over a finite set of deterministic policies representing
subintentional opponent models. First, I introduce the MCES-IP template in Alg. 4 for one opponent
and discuss the how beliefs are generated after.
Algorithm 4 MCES-IP
Require: Q-value table initialized; initial policy, pii, that is greedy w.r.t. Q-values; prior on set of
models Mj ; learning rate schedule α; horizon T ; sample count bound k
1: c
~aj
~oi,ai
← 0
2: m← 0
3: repeat
4: Pick some observation history, ~oi, and ai
5: Modify pii to pii ← (~oi, ai)
6: Generate trajectory τ of length T according to pii ← (~oi, ai)
7: Generate belief sequence ~bi based on τ
8: Obtain most probable action sequence ~aj from ~bi
9: Q
~aj
pii←~oi,ai ← (1− α(m, c
~aj
~oi,ai
)) ·Q~ajpii←~oi,ai + α(m, c
~aj
~oi,ai
) ·Rpost−~oi(τ)
10: c
~aj
~oi,ai
← c~aj~oi,ai + 1
11: if maxa′i Q
~aj
pii←~oi,a′i − 
~aj (m, c
~aj
~oi,ai
, c
~aj
~oi,pii(~oi)
) > Q
~aj
pii then
12: pii(~oi)← a′i where a′i ∈ arg maxa′i Q
~aj
pii←~oi,a′i
13: m← m+ 1
14: for all ~oi, ai,~aj do
15: c
~aj
~oi,ai
← 0
16: until termination
MCES-IP begins with an initial policy as in MCES-P, but additionally a finite space of opponent
models Mj , which contains the true opponent model, though which model is being used is unknown.
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Similarly, a random observation sequence and action are selected and a trajectory generated from
the neighboring policy (lines 4-6). However, since the Q-function is predicated not only on the
observation sequence and action but also the likely sequence of actions the opponent has taken,
MCES-IP must additionally reason about which models the opponent is using based on the private
observations it receives.
An additional assumption of MCES-IP is that the subject agent knows the probabilities of
receiving a private observation when an opponent takes an action; that is, Pr(ot+1i |ati, atj) =
Oi(o
t+1
i |ati, atj) for all observations and actions are known. With this, a belief sequence ~bi can be
generated as follows. Let M tj be the set of models of an opponent agent j at time step t, where
mtj ∈M tj contains the t-length action-observation history of j and a policy pij , thus mtj , 〈htj , pij〉.
Agent i can update its beliefs over the model space Mj at each step of the trajectory with the
following equation.
b′i(m
t+1
j |ati, ot+1, ωt+1i , bi) =
∑
mtj∈Mtj
bi(m
t
j)
∑
atj∈Aj
Pr(atj |mtj)
×Oi(ωt+1i |ati, atj) δK(ht+1j ,APPEND(htj , atj , ot+1)) (4.1)
The Kronecker delta function δK is 1 if the updated history of agent j h
t+1
j matches the previous
history htj with the action a
t
j and public observation o
t+1, generated by APPEND. Considering
the space of possible opponent actions, the belief update computes the probability of receiving the
private observation in τ at time step t and propagates the probability to the previous belief of mtj .
The sequence of beliefs ~bi is then calculated from a prior uniform probability and updated according
to Eq. 4.1 for each time step. The action sequence in ~aj is simply calculated by selecting the most
probable model at each belief, arg maxmtj b
t
i(m
t
j), and then selecting the most probable action based
on the model’s history and policy, arg maxaj Pr(aj |mj).
MCES-IP uses the above to calculate the belief sequence (line 7) and, consequently, the most
probable action sequence (line 8). Predicating the Q-value on the action sequence, observation
sequence, and candidate action, MCES-IP samples trajectories until k samples of each observation
sequence and action for any action sequence is satisfied. If a better neighbor is found, the policy is
transformed to the neighbor (line 11). Otherwise, the algorithm terminates.
4.4 Concluding Remarks
This chapter reintroduced MCES-P, a reinforcement learning approach for finding solutions to
POMDPs. We extend MCES-P in the context of the multiagent setting. Whereas in canonical
MCES-P the local neighborhood are policies mapping single observations to actions, in our extension
MCES-P transforms over observation sequences. While the majority of novelty in the multiagent
MCES-P extension arrives in its PAC extension, MCESP+PAC, the redefinition serves as an excellent
departure point for the two novel applications, MCES-MP and MCES-IP.
The field of reinforcement learning approaches to multiagent systems is still in the early stages.
Since MPOMDPs can be seen as a very straightforward generalization of POMDPs to joint team
settings, MCES-P is tantalizing as a inspiration. MCES-MP searches for solutions to an underlying
MPOMDP, where a centralized controller explores a set of joint policies, whose expected rewards
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are generated empirically from two or more agents acting simultaneously and communicating their
rewards instantaneously. By sampling joint policies and individually updating factored Q-functions,
MCES-MP is able to explore strictly beneficial joint policies and hill climb to local optima.
I-POMDPs are significantly more complex than MPOMDPs, as agents don’t communicate
and, often, have conflicting goals, leading to antagonistic settings. MCES-IP explores solutions
to the I-POMDP setting, where a subject agent explicitly models an opponent given a private
observation function providing the probabilities of receiving observations from opponent actions.
MCES-IP explores individual policies mapping public and private observations to actions, as in
MCES-P, but also updates a belief over opponent models based on sampled trajectories. From this,
a maximal likelihood sequence of opponent actions is derived and augment the expectation over
action-observation values. Then, when each observation-action combination is sampled k times for
any of these action sequences, MCES-IP either transforms to a dominant neighbor or terminates at
the local optima.
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Chapter 5
Instantiating Multiagent MCES
Two significant hurdles preclude the effectiveness of the algorithms presented in Ch. 4: selecting the
appropriate k to guarantee accuracy of the sample averages and the extreme burden of sampling
observation sequences that appear rarely. For the first hurdle, MCES-P provides an elegant principled
method for providing these guarantees in its PAC extension, MCESP+PAC. In a similar approach, I
prove that these theoretical bounds can be applied to the significantly more complex multiagent
setting in Sec. 5.1.
The second hurdle is due to the nature of Monte Carlo sampling, which is inherently a form of
rejection sampling. For these algorithms to terminate, every observation sequence and action must
be explored up to k times. However, many of these observation sequences occur very rarely. Imagine
the widely-known POMDP problem domain, the Tiger problem. In this domain, the subject agent
faces two doors, one with a tiger behind it and one with a pot of gold. If the agent opens the door
with the tiger, they are eaten, incurring a reward of -100. However, if the agent opens the door with
the gold, they gain a reward of 10. Instead of opening a door, the agent may also opt to listen to
glean where the tiger is. With some noise (often a probability of 0.85), the agent hears a growl from
the correct door. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that the agent would hear a growl from a different
door every round. However, for MCES-P to terminate, it must receive k samples of this trajectory!
An important observation about these sequences is that they, due to their rarity, also indicate a
relatively lower impact on the expected reward of the policy. Simply, the extreme computation cost
may not be worth the gain in reward from a more optimal action on that sequence. I introduce a
principled method for removing these rare sequences from the policy search space in Sec. 5.2.
In Sec. 5.3, I introduce several multiagent problem domains of varying complexity to evaluate
the effectiveness of MCESMP+PAC and MCESIP+PAC, the latter of which is compared to the
multiagent extension of MCESP+PAC.
5.1 Statistically Guaranteeing Optimality
In Sec. 4.1, I introduced the PAC extension of MCES-P. In this algorithm, Perkins leverages
probably approximately correct learning to bound the variance on the sample average collected
online in an extension I refer to as MCESP+PAC. Recall that, given the user-defined parameters
δ and , MCESP+PAC guarantees that, with probability 1-δ, each selected transformed policy is
guaranteed to dominate the original policy and, when MCESP+PAC terminates, the final policy is
-locally optimal. However, these bounds are guaranteed for the single-agent POMDP context. To
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proceed to the multiagent context, I first redefine MCESP+PAC’s comparison bound and sample
count bounds.
5.1.1 MCESP+PAC for Multiagent Settings
The main observation of the multiagent version of MCES-P is that the observation space is quite a
bit larger. Where the original setting involved only receiving a single observation indicating the
physical state of the environment, the subject agent additionally receives a private signal correlating
the action the opponent has taken in the last round.
Formally, where o¯ ∈ Ω for the single agent context is a singleton of the public observation
o¯ = o, the multiagent context adds the private observation such that o¯ = {o, oi}. Recall the
Tiger problem defined in Sec. 5. The multiagent Tiger problem, where two or more agents
simultaneously open doors, may include a private signal of the opponent actions, defined by
Ωi = {Silence,OpenLeft,OpenRight}, a noisy signal indicating the opponent listened, opened the
left door, or opened the right door, respectively. For a horizon of T = 3, a policy in the single agent
version of the Tiger problem has a neighborhood N = 20, whereas the multiagent version has a
neighborhood of N = 129!
While rather straightforward, this expansion of the neighborhood is sufficient for calculating
the bounds for the more complex multiagent setting and is proved in Sec. A.1. For clarity and
continuity, Eq. 2.12 and 2.13 are repeated below.
km =
⌈
2
(
Λ(pi)

)2
ln
2N
δm
⌉
(m, p, q, km) =

Λ(pi, pi′)
√
1
2p ln
2(km−1)N
δm
if p = q < km

2 if p = q = km
+∞ otherwise
Including the expanded observation sequence, MCESP+PAC provides statistical guarantees of
optimality to the transformed policies it generates as specified in Thm. 3.
Theorem 3. MCESP+PAC in the multiagent setting incrementally produces a series of policies
pi1, pi2, ...pim and with probability 1− δ, pij dominates pij−1 for all 0 < j ≤ m in expected value, and
pim is -locally optimal
5.1.2 MCESMP+PAC
Recall that MPOMDPs expand the frame for states S, actions A, and observations Ω to their joints
over all agents. Each agent, however, operates in the truly single agent context, and communicate
their observations and rewards to a centralized controller. This controller then iterates over joint
policies ~pi = {pi1, pi2, ...piZ}, Z = |I| to hill-climb to an -locally optimal joint policy.
The introduction of individual sample average approximations Qi significantly complicates
the calculation of PAC bounds. Essentially, since the controller iterates over several policies, the
errors that may occur when sampling and transforming due to these empirical estimations are
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multiplicatively greater to the order of agents in the environment. Consequently, the agent space Z
impacts the comparison bound and sample count bound in the following fashion.
(m, p, q, km) =

Λ(pii, pi
′
i)
√
1√
2p
ln
2Z
√
(4Z−2)(km−1)N
2Z√δm if p = q < km

2 if p = q = km
+∞ otherwise
where
km =
⌈
2
(
Λ(pii)

)2
ln
(
2Z
√
4Z − 2N
2Z
√
δm
)⌉
and δm is defined as in MCESP+PAC. Since the comparison method is a conjunct of a comparison
between each individual agent’s policy against a transformation, the neighborhood is bound by the
largest local neighborhood for any agent, such that
N ≤ |Ai|Z
( |Ωi|Z − 1
|Ωi| − 1 − 1
)
MCESMP+PAC then terminates when, after km samples, there is no joint observation sequence
~o and joint action ~a that proposes a better neighbor for every agent i ∈ I, or, prior to km samples
Qi~oi,ai < Q
i
~oi,pii(~oi)
+ − (m, ci~oi,ai , ci~oi,pii(~oi), km)
for all agents, every individual sequence ~oi ∈ ~o, and individual action ai ∈ ~a. With these
augmented bounds, MCESP+PAC is able to provide similar guarantees to MCESP+PAC as in
Thm. 4.
Theorem 4. MCESMP+PAC incrementally produces a series of joint policies ~pi1, ~pi2, ...~pim and with
probability 1 − δ, ~pij dominates every agents policy in ~pij−1 for all 0 < j ≤ m in expected value,
and ~pim is -locally optimal, where there exists no joint policy ~pi ∈ neighbor(~pim) where all agents’
transformed policies are better than their counterpart in ~pim.
This theorem is further proven in Sec. A.2. It is in the context of two agents for the interest of
brevity, but holds for any number of agents.
5.1.3 MCESIP+PAC
While MCESIP+PAC is set in the same context as MCESP+PAC, it becomes noticeably more
computationally expensive by performing a belief update. However, maintaining an expectation
over the actions an opponent has taken in a trajectory has a profound theoretical implication: the
subject agent can refine their knowledge about the minimum and maximum rewards achievable
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by that observation sequence. To clarify this point, I first introduce the derived comparison and
sample count bounds for MCESIP+PAC. For a given error  and probability δ let,
~aj (m, p, q, km) =

Λ~aj (pii, pi
′
i)
√
1
2p ln
2(km−1)N
δm
if p = q < km

2 if p = q ≥ km
+∞ otherwise
(5.1)
where
km =
⌈
2
(Λ~aj (pii, pi
′
i))
2
2
ln
2N
δm
⌉
Note that Λ has additionally been predicated by the action sequence of opponent j, ~aj . Here,
Λ~aj (pii, pi
′
i) is an upper bound on the range of the difference in action-values between two policies
given j’s action sequence is ~aj . Let R
aj
i,max = maxs,ai Ri(s, ai, aj) and analogously for R
aj
i,min; these
specific values are assumed to be known. Following the form of Eq. 2.14:
Λ~aj (pii, pi
′
i) = maxτ
(
Q
~aj
pii −Q~ajpi′i
)
−min
τ
(
Q
~aj
pii −Q~ajpi′i
)
≤
∑
t∈T
(
R
atj
i,max −R
atj
i,min
)
−
(
R
atj
i,min −R
atj
i,max
)
=
∑
t∈T
2
(
R
atj
i,max −R
atj
i,min
)
(5.2)
This observation leads to the crucial observation contributing to the significance of the MCE-
SIP+PAC extension. In spite of the fact that performing the belief update incurs a significant
computational cost, the following proposition holds.
Proposition 1 (Reduced sample complexity). For any predicted action sequence, ~aj,
Λ~aj (pii, pi
′
i) ≤ Λ(pii, pi′i)
The proof for Prop. 1 appears in the Appendix in Sec. A.3. Simply, Prop. 1 states that the
sample count bound km for MCESIP+PAC is bound by that of MCESP+PAC and, in fact, is often
less depending on the structure of the reward function. Specifically, the greater impact that the
opponent action has on the range of rewards available to the subject agent, the more significant
the gap becomes. This property is rather significant, as km grows quadratically with regards to
Λ. However, as the Q-table grows to the order of the size of the opponent action space |Aj |T , the
sample bound must be reduced by |Ω|
T−1
|Ω|−1 to justify the inclusion of ~aj . In our experiments, this was
certainly demonstrated.
If private signals provide perfect information about j’s actions, then MCESIP+PAC terminates
when,
Q
~aj
pii←~oi,a′i < Q
~aj
pii + − ~aj (m, c~aj~oi,ai , c
~aj
~oi,pii(~oi)
)
for all ~oi, a
′
i 6= pii(~oi), and MCESIP+PAC has encountered at most |Ω|
T−1
|Ω|−1 many distinct ~aj in the
trajectories for each ~oi, a
′
i pair. Under perfect monitoring, for the comparison threshold, sample
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bound and probability as defined above, the following theorem obtains for MCESIP+PAC.
Theorem 5. MCESIP+PAC incrementally produces a series of policies pi1, pi2, ...pim and with proba-
bility 1− δ, pij dominates pij−1 for all 0 < j ≤ m in expected value, and pim is -locally optimal
The proof of this theorem proceeds analogously to the proof for Theorem 3 where Λ is replaced
with Λ~aj .
I generalize the above results on MCESIP+PAC for the case of imperfect monitoring – when the
probability of error in estimating ~aj is known, say δe. This unique error may arise when the Q-value
for ~aj , Q
~aj , is placed in the wrong bin (see line 9 of Algorithm 4), leading to non-i.i.d. samples for
that Q-value. Fortunately, given δe, Theorem 5 can be generalized to the case of independent but
non-identically distributed samples using a more general form of Hoeffding’s inequality. Analogously
to Eq. 5.2, let Λ¯~aj be an upper bound on the range of differences in action-values for all j’s action
sequences that are different from ~aj . Then for the case of p = q < km, I redefine 
~aj (m, p, q, km) as,
~aj (m, p, q, km) =
√
(1− δe)(Λ~aj )2 + δe(Λ¯~aj )2
√
1
2p
ln
2(km − 1)N
δm
where p = q < km and identically to Eq. 5.1 otherwise, and km is redefined as
km =
⌈
2((1− δe)(Λ~aj )2 + δe(Λ¯~aj )2)
2
ln
2N
δm
⌉
Algorithm 4 requires a slight modification for this case. For convenience, let ζ~aj = maxa′i Q
~aj
pii←~oi,a′i−
Q
~aj
pii . Then, line 11 of Algorithm 2 changes to the following:
(1− δe)ζ~aj + δeζ¯~a′j > (1− δe)~aj + δe¯~a′j
The implicit assumption above is that when Q~aj receives a wrong sample meant for bin ~a′j , the
action sequence is equally likely to be any ~a′j 6= ~aj . Therefore, ζ¯~a
′
j is the mean of ζ~a
′
j for all ~a′j 6= ~aj
seen so far, and analogously ¯~a
′
j is also the mean. Notice that insisting on the test of line 11 for
every ~aj before the current policy is changed, would be a stronger form of this test, and hence also
sufficient. Finally, note that when δe = 0, MCESIP+PAC is recovered for perfect monitoring as a
special case of this setting.
5.2 Avoiding Rare Observation Sequences
Recall that the templates for MCESP+PAC, MCESMP+PAC, and MCESIP+PAC all rely on exploring
up to km samples of every observation sequence-action pair up to a horizon of T . In these algorithms,
a form of Monte Carlo method called rejection sampling is used, whereby only the τ that contain the
target observation sequence are used, and if a representative sample is not generated, it is discarded.
Unfortunately, many observation sequences may very rarely occur, as noted in the introduction of
this chapter, requiring significantly more trajectories be run than km. Regardless, for the MCES
algorithms to terminate, km samples of even these sequences are required. An obvious approach
would be to remove these rare sequences from consideration entirely, a method already used in
planning for multiagent systems [12, 3], though this may further prevent the algorithm from finding
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an optima. In this section, I introduce a simple method for pruning the policy search space and
provide the statistical bounds of optimality for searching in this pruned space.
As noted, the act of removing rare sequences has the beneficial effect of avoiding expensive
computation, but removes neighboring policies from consideration that may have higher expected
reward, introducing regret. Luckily, a less likely observation sequence is unlikely to add a significant
portion of that reward. To bound the maximum regret introduced by pruning, I introduce a
user-defined parameter φ that serves as an upper-bound on the proportion of maximum reward that
may be limited as regret.
In the context of the MCES algorithms, avoiding ~oi for transformation means forgoing the
largest Rpost−~oi rewards, upper bounded by maxRpost−~oi −minRpost−~oi . Consequently, regret in
the context of multiagent systems for an individual agent is bounded by
regret~oi ≤ Pr(~oi;~pi)
(
max
τ
Rpost−~oi(τ)−minτ Rpost−~oi(τ)
)
= Pr(~oi;~pi) (T − len(~oi)) (Ri,max −Ri,min) (5.3)
where ~pi = {pi1, pi2, ...piZ}, the joint of all agent policies, and Pr(~oi;~pi) is the likelihood of agent i
observing sequence ~oi when all agents execute the actions prescribed by their policies. I normalize
the regret to be a proportion of total reward as
¯regret~oi =
regret~oi
T (Ri,max −Ri,min)
Unfortunately, the policies of other agents in ~pi are unknown for MCES-P and MCES-IP. Even
if they were, Pr(~oi;~pi) is unknown, as the algorithms are model-free, excluding MCES-MP from
being able to calculate the regret, as well. However, I propose a methodology for computing an
approximate calculation for Pr(~oi) from experience on-line.
Where P is the set of observation sequences pruned from the search space, and φ is the regret
bound provided by the user, MCES-P can obtain P in the following way: Calculate the regret for
each sequence ~oi and sort in ascending order. Add each sequence to P until the next addition would
exceed φ, guaranteeing
∑
~oi∈P
¯regret~oi ≤ φ. Obviously, increasing the regret bound allows for more
sequences to be pruned. An alternative method for pruning is to merely select a random observation
sequence and, if the proportion of regret it introduces when combined with the current set P doesn’t
exceed φ, prune it.
Algorithm 5 describes the random addition process for MCES-P, though it is trivially extended
to MCES-MP and MCES-IP, which share the same general design. Two important distinctions
can be observed in the augmented algorithm. Pruning will skip any observation sequence that
is contained in the pruning set (initially empty) on lines 7-8. Lines 19-20 add the last observed
observation sequence ~oi into the pruned set P if the cumulative normalized regret for all pruned
sequences including ~oi remains less than or equal to the bound φ+ ρ(
∑
~o′i
cφ
~o′i
), where
ρ(i) =
{
0 if i ≥ k
+∞ otherwise
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Algorithm 5 Multiagent MCES-P-Prune
Require: Q-value table initialized; initial policy pii that is greedy w.r.t. Q-values; learning rate
schedule α; horizon T ; sample count bound k; regret bound φ
1: c~oi,ai ← 0 for all ~oi and ai
2: m← 0
3: P ← ∅
4: cφ~oi ← 0
5: repeat
6: Pick some observation history ~oi and action ai
7: if ~oi ∈ P then
8: Go to 6
9: Modify pii to pii ← (~oi, ai)
10: Generate trajectory τ of length T according to pii ← (~oi, ai) (this involves simulating the
implicit policies of other agents as well)
11: Qpii←~oi,ai ← (1− α(m, c~oi,ai)) Qpii←~oi,ai + α(m, c~oi,ai) Rpost−~oi(τ)
12: c~oi,ai ← c~oi,ai + 1
13: cφ~oi ← c
φ
~oi
+ 1
14: if maxa′i Qpii←~oi,a′i −Qpii > (m, c~oi,ai , c~oi,pii(~oi)) then
15: pii(~oi)← a′i where a′i ∈ arg maxQpii←~oi,a′i
16: m← m+ 1
17: for all ~oi, ai do
18: c~oi,a ← 0
19: if
∑
~o′i∈P
⋃
~oi
¯regret~o′i ≤ φ+ ρ(
∑
~o′i
cφ~o′i
) then
20: P ← P⋃~oi
21: until termination
P consequently remains empty unless a required amount of samples are collected to best reflect
the true observation sequence probabilities. In the experiments, this sample bound is set to km2 .
5.3 Experiments and Results
In this section, I demonstrate the effectiveness of the three multiagent RL techniques with PAC
guarantees and search space pruning in solving several sequential, partially observable domains.
First, I prove that MCESIP+PAC shows remarkable improvement over the sample requirements
in MCESP+PAC when solving three non-cooperative domains: the multiagent Tiger problem, a
novel autonomous Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (AUAV) predator-prey domain, and a simplified but
high-dimension version of the Money Laundering problem. Second, I show that MCESMP+PAC
converges to good -local joint policies for two team problems: the cooperative multiagent Tiger
problem, with horizons T = 3 and T = 4, and a very large Firefighting problem, with both 3 and 4
agents interacting simultaneously.
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(a) Multiagent tiger (b) 3×2 AUAV (c) Money Laundering
Figure 5.1: Problem domains for MCESP+PAC and MCESIP+PAC
5.3.1 MCESP+PAC and MCESIP+PAC
Chapter 5 introduced the single Tiger problem to demonstrate the burden of rare observation
sequences. The multiagent Tiger problem (Fig. 5.1.a) strongly parallels this domain. Two states
define the space of physical configurations: the Tiger behind the left door or the right door. Each
agent may take one of three actions: listen, open the left door, or open the right door. When
listening, the subject agent receives a correct observation with probability 0.85 as to which door
the tiger is behind, and hears the wrong door otherwise. Additionally, the subject agent receives
a private signal of the action the opponent has taken with probability 0.6, or a random signal
indicating the other actions uniformly otherwise. When a door is opened, the tiger randomly moves
to another door. Opening the door with the gold grants 10 points, while being eaten by the tiger
costs −100 points. Listening results in a reward of −1. In addition, to predicate the reward on
opponent actions, each agent loses half of what the opponent gains, leading to a maximum of 60
points and a minimum of −105.
The 3×2 AUAV problem, inspired by [50], is a predator-prey game in which the subject agent
(predator) attempts to catch the opponent (prey) in a 3×2 grid before they arrive at the goal sector,
illustrated in Fig. 5.1.b. The subject agent (agent i) begins play in the bottom-left sector, while
the opponent j begins in the top-right sector. The subject may move up, left, or right, while the
opponent can move down, left, or right. Each round, both agents receive a public observation
indicating whether or not both agents are in the same row, the same column, the same sector, or none
of these. The subject receives a private signal indicating which direction the prey is moving, useful
when the public observation doesn’t have information as to the relative location. The probabilities
of correct observations are the same as in multiagent Tiger. If the subject catches the prey, they
gain a reward of 100, but receive −100 if the subject makes it to the left column, and the subject
cannot catch the prey in these sectors.
The last domain, Money Laundering (ML) problem [36] comprises a setting where a blue team
(subject agent) seeks to confiscate illicit money that the opponent red team is laundering. The red
team can move money from the initial state to a series of placement states (banks and insurance),
to layering states (offshore accounts and shell companies), to integration states (casinos and real
estate), and to the safe clean pot. The blue team may place a sensor at each of these locations or
confiscate the illicit funds. Each agent receives a noisy public observation indicating whether the
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Figure 5.2: Example policy transformation paths with intermediate values for 3 different opponents in the
multiagent Tiger problem. The right most transformation paths are for an opponent with mixed strategy.
money and sensor are in the same location, in the same laundering state, or if neither are the case.
The blue team also receives a noisy observation of the last action of the red team. The blue team
receives 10 points for catching the opponent and −100 if the opponent makes it to the clean pot or
if they attempt to confiscate money in a different sector than the illicit funds reside. Figure 5.1.c
illustrates an example start state for ML, where the blue team begins with sensors on the layering
states.
Table 5.1 summarizes the domain statistics and parameter settings. For all domains and both
methods, each agent has a 15% chance of receiving a noisy public observation and 40% chance
of a noisy private observation. The opponent in each game follows a single policy (stationary
environment) or fixed distribution over multiple policies (nonstationary environment).
Domain Specifications
Multiagent Tiger
 = 0.05, δ = 0.1, φ = 0.15, T = 3,
|Ω| = 2, |Ai| = 3, |Aj | = 3, |Πj | = 14
3×2 AUAV
 = 0.1, δ = 0.1, φ = 0.2, T = 3,
|Ω| = 4, |Ai| = 3, |Aj | = 3, |Πj | = 4
Money Laundering
 = 0.1, δ = 0.15, φ = 0.2, T = 3,
|Ω| = 4, |Ai| = 4, |Aj | = 5, |Πj | = 8
Table 5.1: Parameter configurations for the three problem domains.
We simulate i’s policies with opponent j following either a single policy or a mixture of two
policies. These policies are picked from a predefined set Πj . As per the policy space specified in
Table 5.1, 105 games of the multiagent Tiger problem, 9 of the 3×2 AUAV problem, and 13 of ML
comprise the data set.
First, I show that MCESP+PAC and MCESIP+PAC demonstrates the PAC guarantee of mono-
tonically increasing successive transformations. Figure 5.2 illustrates three example runs and the
values for MCESP+PAC and MCESIP+PAC given the same opponent. Different runs undergo
varying number of transformations with some policies not transforming at all because they are
-locally optimal initially itself. As shown in Fig. 5.2, each successive transformation results in a
higher value and in no case is the final policy lower in value than the initial policy as should be
expected. In every case, MCESP+PAC requires more samples to transform than MCESIP+PAC.
Second, Table 5.2 lists the mean of the theoretical sample bound km across the different stages
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Domain Method Policy
Mean # of samples
per transform
Mean
bound on km
Tiger
MCESP+PAC Single 156,328 ± 21,012 265,948 ± 7,909
Mixed 219,057 ± 9,521 263,565 ± 6,101
MCESIP+PAC Single 72,740 ± 5,963 117,590 ± 3,309
Mixed 117,504 ± 6,678 119,313 ± 1,089
3×2 AUAV
MCESP+PAC Single 32,397 ± 2,816 91,443 ± 637
Mixed 42,126 ± 1,689 96,328 ± 118
MCESIP+PAC Single 6,437 ± 68 20,397 ± 206
Mixed 19,499 ± 1,304 22,763 ± 169
ML
MCESP+PAC Single 20,717 ± 2,418 34,726 ± 617
Mixed 20,247 ± 4,974 35,612 ± 490
MCESIP+PAC Single 1,947 ± 330 24,172 ± 448
Mixed 3,174 ± 536 24,347 ± 482
Table 5.2: Mean effective sample size and theoretical bound across the stages for the three problem domains,
stratified over method and whether the opponent follows a single policy or a mixed set of policies.
m over all runs and the mean of the effective number of samples over all runs that were utilized
by both methods. In validation of our theoretical result, MCESIP+PAC requires remarkably fewer
samples to transform per action sequence, around half in multiagent Tiger, about a quarter in 3×2
AUAV, and nearly a tenth in Money Laundering. Additionally, the bound on km is also significantly
less compared to the bound for MCESP+PAC. Due to stochasticity in the simulations and finite
sampling bounds, MCESP+PAC and MCESIP+PAC may deviate in transformation paths. However,
in over 80% of the runs, both result in the same converged policy with MCESIP+PAC converging on
average under half the number of samples taken by MCESP+PAC.
Pruning Metric Multiagent Tiger 3×2 AUAV ML
Without
Neighborhood 128 470 636
Total km 15,893,387 3,704,396 18,911,460
With
Neighborhood 26 32 76
Total km 2,093,328 624,057 2,259,860
Table 5.3: Neighborhood size and total km values for all the domains using their respective parameters in
Table 5.1, with and without pruning for both MCESP+PAC and MCESIP+PAC. Note that the total bound
on samples reduces by almost an order of magnitude.
Finally, observation sequence pruning plays a crucial role in improving the scalability of
MCESP+PAC and MCESIP+PAC, dramatically reducing the search space and run time while
minimizing the impact on incurred regret. I list the mean of the required total km values across all
observation sequences for both problem domains in Table 5.3, both with and without pruning. As
the policy search space for both methods is the same, the regret due to pruning the search space
does not depend on the method used. Observation sequence pruning benefits both methods equally
in reducing the policy search space as I demonstrate in Table 5.3.
Each neighborhood is calculated with a horizon of 3. For the multiagent Tiger problem, the
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.3: Example policy transformation paths with true intermediate values for 3 different trials of
the (a) Multiagent Tiger T = 3, (b) Multiagent Tiger T = 4, and (c) Firefighting problems. Note that
MCESMP+PAC transforms due to empirically sampled Q-values, which may be in error, illustrated in (b) for
the trial represented in red.
size of the observation sequence space per round is 6 (2 public × 3 private observations) with 3
possible actions, resulting in a maximum neighborhood of 128. Given a regret bound of 0.15, 34 of
43 distinct observation sequences are eliminated on average, resulting in a neighborhood of 26. For
3×2 AUAV, the observation space is 12 (4 public × 3 private observations) with 3 actions, resulting
in a neighborhood of 470. On average, 146 of 157 observation sequences are pruned for a regret
bound of 0.2, leaving 32 neighbors. ML’s observation space is 9 (3 public × 3 private observations)
with 7 actions, resulting in a neighborhood of 636. With a regret bound of 0.2, 80 of 91 sequences
are pruned leaving 76 neighbors.
5.3.2 MCESMP+PAC
I test MCESMP+PAC’s ability to hill-climb to -local optima in two domains: the multiagent Tiger
problem with horizon T = 3 and T = 4, as defined previously but with team-based rewards, and 3-
and 4-agent versions of the 3-horizon Firefighting domain [37].
The team setting multiagent Tiger problem follows the same state, action, and observation
configuration seen in Sec. 5.3.1, but no private signals are received. Additionally, both agents receive
the same reward. When both agents open the correct door, the team receives a reward of 20. When
both open the wrong door, the reward is −100. Opening different doors results in a reward of −100,
both listening results in −2, one agent listening while the other opens the correct door is 9, and
listening while the wrong door is opened is −101.
The Firefighting domain is a significantly larger domain where Z agents are initially placed in
front of nh houses, each burning with an intensity 0 ≤ fh < nf . As an action, an agent can move
to any one of the houses. An agent gets a noisy observation of a fire in their location with a 0.2
probability if f = 0, 0.5 if f = 1, and 0.8 otherwise. When no agents are in a house, it may catch
fire or increase in intensity with 0.8 probability if a neighbor is on fire, or, if not, cannot catch
fire but may increase in intensity with 0.4 probability. One agent in a house will guaranteed lower
its intensity by 1, unless a neighbor is on fire, resulting in a 0.6 probability. Two or more agents
in a house extinguishes its flames. Agents receive a negative reward relative to the order of fire
intensities in each house, r =
∑
h∈nh fh. In our experiments, we explore the domain with Z = 3
agents, nh = 4 houses, and nf = 3 fire intensity. To test scalability, we also text Z = 4 agents, but
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with one less house, nh = 3. Figure 5.4 illustrates an example initial state of our domain for this
configuration.
Figure 5.4: Illustration of an initial state of Firefighting problem with Z = 3, nh = 4, and nf = 3. Each
agent may move to one of the houses every round.
For each trial in both domains, we select a random pairing of private observation sequences
to individual actions for each agent, representing an initial joint policy. MCESMP+PAC is tested
100 times for the multiagent Tiger problem with a horizon of 3 and the Firefighting problem.
Additionally, we run 40 trials of the multiagent Tiger problem with an additional planning horizon
and 60 trials of the Firefighting problem with an additional agent. Table 5.4 lists the domain
parameter specifications for these trials.
Domain Specifications
Multiagent Tiger
T=3
Z = 2, |S| = 2,  = 0.05, δ = 0.1,
φ = 0.15, T = 3, |Ωi| = 2, |Ai| = 3
Multiagent Tiger
T=4
Z = 2, |S| = 2,  = 0.1, δ = 0.15,
φ = 0.2, T = 4, |Ωi| = 2, |Ai| = 3
Firefighting
Z=3
Z = 3, |S| = 5, 264,  = 0.1, δ = 0.15,
φ = 0.2, T = 3, |Ωi| = 2, |Ai| = 3
Firefighting
Z=4
Z = 4, |S| = 2, 213,  = 0.15, δ = 0.15,
φ = 0.2, T = 3, |Ωi| = 2, |Ai| = 3
Table 5.4: Parameter configurations for the problem domains.
Table 5.5 lists the metrics collected for the 100 trials of the multiagent Tiger T = 3 and
Firefighting problems, and 40 trials of the multiagent Tiger T = 4 problem. Figure 5.3 includes
plots illustrating the true intermediate policy values for 3 distinct trials of multiagent Tiger for both
T = 3 and T = 4, as well as the Firefighting problem Z = 3 and Z = 4. In every case except one
transformation in (b), MCESMP+PAC transformed to a joint policy whose true value dominated the
origin joint policy.
For the multiagent Tiger T = 3 problem, about 2.7 joint transformations were suggested per trial,
resulting in a statistically significant increase in value over the initial random policy. Additionally,
due to MCESMP+PAC’s guarantees for monotonically increasing intermediate values, nearly every
transformation in all our trials resulted in an increased reward value for each agent. Multiagent
Tiger T = 4 demonstrates a similarly statistically significant gain in reward, though the gain is
much more noticable. Additionally, T = 4 transformed twice as often. However, the added planning
horizon required over twice the computation time. Where the T = 3 configuration took 2.28 hours
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Metric
Domain
Multiagent Tiger Firefighting
T = 3 T = 4 Z = 3 Z = 4
Mean Initial
Value 1.36 ± 0.03 1.81 ± 0.05 2.28 ± 0.02 2.82 ± 0.35
Mean Converged
Value 1.93 ± 0.03 2.51 ±0.04 2.40 ± 0.02 3.01 ± 0.22
Mean # of
transformations 2.74 ± 0.16 4.41 ± 0.29 0.72 ± 0.07 0.51 ± 0.54
Mean # of samples
per transform 166,973 ± 5,245 69,411 ± 3,060 44,739 ± 861 15,535 ± 2,450
Mean km 202,911 ± 2,282 95,194 ± 1,346 45,297 ± 905 16,145 ± 284
Table 5.5: Average trial metrics for multiagent Tiger and the Firefighting problem
Pruning Metric
Multiagent Tiger Firefighting
T = 3 T = 4 Z = 3 Z = 4
Without
Neighborhood 189 756 4,671 4,671
Total km 40,865,013 70,994,448 253,358,616 87,975,281
With
Neighborhood 33 93 64 64
Total km 7,135,161 8,733,444 3,455,872 1,200,003
Table 5.6: Neighborhood size and total km values for the domains using their respective parameters in
Table 5.1, with and without pruning for both MCES-MP.
on average, T = 4 required 5.71 hours. In both planning horizons, MCESMP+PAC was able to
converge early, with the empirical samples taken per convergence being remarkably lower (around
75%) compared to the maximum sample bound km, demonstrating the sample efficiency of the PAC
extension.
In Firefighting Z = 3, since agents moving to and from houses often both prevents fires from
growing and, often, extinguishes them completely, many random initial policies are quite close
to optima, reflected in the average transformation count of 0.72. However, for highly suboptimal
policies, such as all agents moving to the same house and remaining, the reward is increased by, on
average, 1.52 times the initial value. Even so, the average reward difference is statistically significant
considering random start policies. Unfortunately, the empirical samples taken per transform was
not significantly lower than the maximum requirement. This lack of significance extends to the
converged values as well in the Z = 3 domain, lending weight to the observation that the glut of
agents makes it easy to extinguish fires. For Z = 4, not only is the value not significant and the
sample count not significantly lower than the max, but the amount of transformations was quite
regularly 0 and usually between 0 and 1.
Policy search space pruning plays a strong role in promoting the scalability of MCESMP+PAC
by limiting the neighborhood of local joint policies. This, in turn, limits the total maximum bound
on km required for transformation. Table 5.6 illustrates the large effect of pruning the joint policy
search space.
Both domains benefit from pruning the joint policy search space, resulting in a dramatically
reduced bound on samples required. However, the benefit for Firefighting is immense. One key
observation about this reduction is that Firefighting has an additional agent, which exponentially
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increases the joint policy space, but additionally has far less stochasticity in the observation function
than multiagent Tiger. This, in turn, significantly increases the size of the individual pruned
observation sequence sets and, as a result, reflects in the joint neighborhood size.
For the multiagent Tiger problem, each agent has an individual observation space of 2 per
round and can select from 3 actions, resulting in a candidate space for 3 horizons of 21 policies
and 189 joint policies. With φ = 0.15, on average 156 of the 189 joint policies are removed. For 4
horizons, the individual policy space is 45 with 756 joint policies. With φ = 0.2, on average, 93
joint policies remain after pruning. In the Firefighting problem Z = 3, for each agent, with a per
round observation space of 2 and with 4 actions possible and for 3 horizons, 28 policies and 4,672
joint policies comprise the neighborhood. With φ = 0.2, 64 policies remain. Note that, for Z = 4,
the neighborhood is the same size, as there is one more agent but one less house (and thus action).
However, since  is higher, it results in a lower bound on the total required samples.
5.4 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, I presented instantiations for all three MCES algorithms, including a methodology
guaranteeing the -local optimality and monotonically increasing value in transformations as well as
a scalability heuristic for pruning the policy search space. I then tested the instantiations against a
variety of partially observable, sequential, multiagent settings.
MCESIP+PAC dramatically reduces the sample complexity of MCESP+PAC with reductions on
sample bounds and empirical sample counts ranging between 50% to 75% less than MCESP+PAC. In
nearly every one of trials from each of the three domains, MCESIP+PAC is able to achieve the same
optima as MCESP+PAC despite the fraction of samples taken. By introducing sequence pruning,
both instantiations benefit from requiring nearly 1/5th the number of samples than the unpruned
neighborhood.
MCES-MP has the unenviable task of taking samples of extremely large joint state spaces, even
for toy domains. With the inclusion of joint policy search space pruning, the MCES-MP template
benefits from a significant reduction in run time and sample complexity at the expense of a bounded
increase in regret and a relaxation of the pure model-free trait of the algorithm.
We tested MCESMP+PAC in two domains, the multiagent Tiger problem and a large 3-agent
version of the Firefighting domain commonly used in the cooperative multiagent community. In each
case, MCESMP+PAC resulted in a statistically significant increase in the converged reward over
initial start policies, while also benefiting from requiring less samples than the maximum bound due
to early convergence. Thus, MCESMP+PAC offers a strong first effort in tackling purely model-free
learning in cooperative multiagent settings.
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Chapter 6
Descriptive Reinforcement Learning
as a Model of Human Reasoning
As demonstrated in the previous chapters, reinforcement learning serves as an elegant and simple tool
for arriving at optimal decision making. RL as a concept finds its roots in human learning, dating back
far into the branch of psychology established by behaviorists [61, 17, 49]. Mathematically founded
for normative decision making in temporal-difference learning [51], computational psychologists
have long noted that humans, when tasked with making decisions, differ predictably from optimal
behavior.
In this chapter, I introduce a parameterized descriptive reinforcement learning algorithm to
predict the behavior of humans operating in a strategic, sequential environment [11]. Leveraging
concepts derived from behavioral game theory, machine learning, and prospect theory, I augment
TD-learning, Q-learning, and the on-policy SARSA algorithms with parameters meant to capture
the effect of biases precluding optimal behavior. Then, with data derived from real-world trials on
human subjects, I train and test the algorithm for accuracy.
The data used for tuning the descriptive model was derived from a series of experiments involving
human subjects playing a strategic, sequential game. Performed via a series of studies held in
conjunction with the psychology department at the University of Georgia, participants in this study
observed an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) navigate using differing trajectories through sectors
in a 4x4 grid, while the theater was shared with another hostile UAV. Participants were asked
to assess the likelihood of their observed UAV reaching a goal sector without being spotted by
the hostile UAV whose movement is fixed but not revealed, at a series of decision points. In this
complex context, we observed remarkable learning and provide an aggregate behavioral model of
the learning.
I first describe the experiment in detail in Sec. 6.1 in order to motivate the discussions in the
rest of the chapter. In Sec. 6.2, I cover the relevant cognitive biases derived from behavioral game
theory and prospect theory. I follow with Sec. 6.3, which augments three popular RL approaches
with parameters representing the descriptive reasoning discussed previously. Section 6.4 evaluates
the predictive capabilities of the model using data collected from the psychology experiments.
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6.1 UAV Game: Experiment Evaluating Human Judgment
In order to evaluate probability judgments of human operators, we formulated a strategic game
involving uncertainty. In this sequential game, participants observe a UAV (hereafter referred to as
participant’s UAV ) moving through a 4 × 4 theater of sectors. From an initial sector, the UAV
moves towards a goal sector, as we show in Fig. 6.1 using different trajectories. The environment is
shared with another hostile UAV (hereafter referred to as the other UAV). While participants are
briefed about the starting sector of the other UAV and that it moves in a loop, no other information
such as the speed or the specific trajectory is revealed to them. Unknown to the participants, the
other UAV’s trajectory is fixed and is controlled programmatically.
A trial representing the completion of a trajectory by the participant’s UAV is considered a win
if the participant’s UAV reaches the goal sector, which is considered safe, or a loss if it is “spotted”
by the other UAV. A spot occurs if both UAVs move to the same sector, after which the trial ends.
Fig. 6.1 represents the first two sectors visited (or decision points) of a trial. The gameboard grants
clairvoyance of the entire trajectory for the current trial, the initial location of the enemy, and the
already traveled course.
The goal of the experiment was to gather the assessments of the overall likelihood of a trial’s
success from participants. Given the knowledge of the initial location of the enemy, as well as the
growing knowledge of its movements based on losses, this game exemplifies a learning task.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.1: Two initial decision points of a trial in the UAV game as shown to the participants.
(a) For the first decision point at the starting location of the participant’s UAV, the participant is
shown the initial location of the other UAV to confirm the presence of another UAV in the theater.
(b) Portion of the trajectory traveled so far is highlighted and the other UAV is no longer shown.
Participants play a total of 20 trials of the game decomposed into a training phase of 10 trials
and a test phase of 10 trials. The training phase is provided to acquaint the participant with the
game and the experiment protocol. Within each trial, a participant encounters a series of decision
points. At each decision point, participants are asked to fill a questionnaire and in particular, asked
to assess the probability of reaching the goal sector safely without being spotted. In Fig. 6.1, we
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illustrate a trial and the first two decision points in the trial. Notice that the participant is shown
the entire trajectory that her UAV will travel to facilitate an informed judgment.
As cursory analysis to identify if participants were expressing learning, we performed a trend
analysis utilizing a generalized linear regression model. The model was designed to determine the
mean slope of the assessments in a trial averaged across all trials and participants, and determine
the gradient of the changes in the mean slope as the trials progressed averaged over all participants.
The assessments are modeled as changing linearly across the assessment points and the mean slope
is modeled as changing linearly as the trials progress, with a random intercept for initial probability
assessments. We model the participant anticipating a win or a loss as having an effect on their
assessments, which is justified by the significant difference in values of the variables when analyzing
data on wins and losses separately.
Statistic
Losses Wins
Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.
intercept 0.3315 0.032 0.5392 0.03
slope within trial 0.02053 0.006 0.05395 0.005
slope grad. bet. trials -0.00486 0.001 -0.00129 0.000
Table 6.1: Mixed effect linear regression on probability judgments of participants separated by wins and
losses in the trials. All values are significant, p 0.01.
In Table 6.1, we show the results of the statistical analysis. Notice the positive intercepts for
both wins and losses and the very small standard errors (S.E.) with p 0.01 indicating a significant
fit. More importantly, the mean slope within a trial is positive and a significant p-value indicates
that participant probabilities increase as they approach the goal. Furthermore, the negative value for
the mean slope gradient between trials indicates that the mean slope reduces as the trials progress,
and that this reduction is significant.
The positive mean slope indicates that participants generally demonstrate greater certainty
as reflected in their increasing probabilities of reaching the goal without being spotted, as a trial
progresses and they get closer to the goal. This remains true for losses as well although the mean
slope is substantially smaller compared to that for wins.
Importantly, the negative gradient in mean slope between trials indicates that participants are
not changing their probability assessments in a trial as much as they were in previous trials. For
the ideal case where participants precisely know how the other UAV is moving, they would be
certain about the outcome given their trajectory and their assessments would not vary within a trial.
Therefore, a reducing change in the judgments is indicative of participants gradually demonstrating
greater confidence in their assessments. We interpret these results as indicative of learning from
previous experiences.
6.2 Cognitive Biases in Human Decision Making
As observed throughout computational psychology literature, humans suffer from a wide variety
of cognitive biases [56]. In this section, I discuss three significant cognitive biases that affect the
capabilities of humans making decisions in sequential, partially observable tasks: forgetfulness, or
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 6.2: Differing ways of implementing spill over. (a) Normative case where no other neighbors
are attributed a reward from an experienced sector. (b) Adjacent sectors at current time step receive
some spill over reward. (c) No neighbors at the current time step receive a spill over but the visited
sector in the preceding and following time steps are attributed some reward. (d) Merges spill overs
of (b) and (c) such that adjacent sectors at current time step, and visited sector at preceding and
subsequent time steps receive some of the reward. (e) Adjacent sectors at current, preceding and
following time steps receive spill over rewards.
the phenomenon by which humans do not exhibit clear memories of past experiences [42], spill
over, whereby humans attribute experience in one physical location to neighboring locations, and
subproportional weighting, in which probabilistic judgments of uncertainty by humans is often
categorically over- or under-weighted at the extremes [25]. Spill over is similarly observed when
humans consider neighboring strategies as well [59].
While playing repeated games, humans are observed as often forgetting the previous history
of actions and observations [42, 9], thereby violating the principle of perfect recall [29]. Such a
phenomenon can be expected to arise when humans play strategic, sequential games, particularly
those with high complexity, such as the partially observable UAV game present in this chapter.
However, as the class of temporal difference RL algorithms maintain a learning rate parameter α
(as appears in Sec. 2.2), the computational effect of reward depreciation is already well-modeled. As
such, I omit it from the descriptive RL model, though it is important to note that this phenomenon
exists.
Spill over describes the generalizations of experiences to neighboring strategies, but surfaces
as a subnormative misattribution of experience to locations outside of, but near, the location in
which stimuli has occurred. Figure 6.2 illustrates a variety of spill over models that potentially
describe the behavior of human subjects in the UAV game. Not only do I consider the possibility
that nearby sectors are affected by being caught by the enemy in a participant’s mind, but also the
possibility the state becomes taboo entirely; that is, participant’s are concerned that, at any time,
they may be caught in that sector. This latter case is well-established in eligibility traces [7], but
the former remains relatively limited to the human computational modeling literature [59].
w(p;β) = exp{−(−ln(p))β} (6.1)
It is now generally known that humans do not weight probabilities linearly in their decisions. In
response to Kahneman’s original non-formulaic discussion of prospect theory [25], describing this
phenomenon of subproportional weighting, several parametric non-linear models arose to describe
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.3: Prelec’s one parameter subproportional weighting function with, (a) β = 0.56, (b) β = 1
(linear), and (c) β = 1.6
the behavior of humans under- or over-weighting probabilities when tasked with making judgments
in games of chance. Initially proposed by Gonzales and Wu [16], the two-parameter model allows
the curvature of the probability weighting curve to vary in two ways: convexity as a sigmoid or,
for negative values, an inverse sigmoid, and the center elevation. Prelec [39] simplified this model
to just convexity. Figure 6.3 illustrates the variety of probability weights that may be expressed,
and Eq. 6.1 describes the one-parameter model, where p is the true believed probability, β is the
curvature exponent, and w(·) is the weighted, expressed probability.
6.3 Process Model for Behavioral Reinforcement Learning
Where learning may be characterized as the observed change in behavior due to experience [9], and
where the change in behavior is due to maximizing the propagation of positive stimuli defines the
concept of reinforcement [14], the UAV game described in Sec. 6.1 well defines a domain in which
humans are likely to exhibit reinforcement learning. Being caught by the enemy UAV provides
negative reinforcement for being in that sector, while making it to the goal provides strong positive
reinforcement for the sectors in the trajectory. Consequently, I hypothesize the data, which contains
the probability assessments of the participants expressing their likelihood of victory, can best be
explained with a model of reinforcement learning.
Using the class of temporal difference learners, TD(Λ), Q-learning, and SARSA, as my departure
point, I parameterize the effects of spill over and subproportional weighting as additions to the
normative models. Recall Eq. 2.1, in which the algorithm for TD(Λ) is described. I first parameterize
the effect of spill over by attributing a fraction of the reward with a tuned parameter . The
augmented equation for the sector in which the stimuli occurred is as follows.
V (s;α, , λ) = V (s) + α((1− )r(s) + γ · V (s′)− V (s))e(s;λ)
Dependent on the version of spill over that is used, as described in Fig. 6.2, the neighbors
(defined as dark grey sectors) receive the following proportion of reward.
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V (s;α, , λ) = V (s) + α( · r(s) + γ · V (s′)− V (s))e(s;λ) (6.2)
Q-learning, as an off-policy RL technique, learns the action-values for each state instead. However,
the rewards can be simply propagated to neighboring states in a similar fashion.
Q(s, a;α)← Q(s, a) + α((1− )r(s) + γmax
a′
Q(s′, a′)−Q(s, a))
The on-policy Q-learning implementation SARSA is straightforward as well.
Q(s, a;α)← Q(s, a) + α((1− )r(s) + γQ(s′, a′)−Q(s, a))
For both implementations, the neighbor equations are omitted, but follow analogously from
Eq. 6.2.
In order to apply the effect of subproportional weighting, the empirical values calculated by
these descriptive RL models must be mapped to probabilities. Observe that values approaching
-1 represent a path likely to lead to a loss and those approaching 1 indicate a win from that path.
Because the value is representative of the desirability of the state (and action), it maps to the
likelihood of success from that state given the trajectory, naturally. We may then convert the
values to assessments by normalizing them between 0 and 1. With this normative expression of
the likelihood of success, the empirical value of the Q-function may be applied to Eq. 6.1 as the
parameter p.
6.4 Experiments and Results
With the descriptive RL model formalized in Sec. 6.3, three parameters require tuning to predict
the behavior of humans in the UAV game. α represents the learning rate, as in canonical Q-learning,
but also the forgetfulness of the participant.  captures the effect of spill over between sectors
where stimuli occur (the goal sector and being caught). Lastly, β represents the convexity of the
subproportional weighting function, describing how participants are under- and over-weighting their
assessments of success.
Data collected from the 43 participants were randomly partitioned into 5 folds, with data from
8-9 participants in each fold. Utilizing the Nelder-Mead method [34] – a downhill simplex method for
minimizing an objective function – the model is trained over 4 folds and then, to test the predictive
capabilities of the model, tested over the remaining fold. Additionally, I consider simple baselines
for comparison. These include the default model, which does not include any of the behavioral
factors, and the random model, which estimates the probabilities at each decision point within a
trial randomly.
Beginning at the first decision point of the first trial, the Q-values are updated as the participant’s
UAV follows its trajectory. On being spotted, a reward of -1 is obtained for that state. If it reaches
the goal sector, a reward of 1 is obtained for the state, otherwise the reward is 0. I update the
function and simultaneously predict probabilities for the 20 trials that each participant experiences
and for all the participants in the training folds. Parameters are learned by minimizing the sum
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of squared differences (SSD) between the stated probabilities of participants, n, at each decision
point, i, in a trial, t, pe(i, t, n), and those predicted by our model, pm(i, t, n). We may interpret this
difference as the fit of the model with smaller differences signifying better fits. Formally,
SSD =
N∑
n=1
20∑
t=1
∑
i
(pm(i, t, n)− pe(i, t, n))2 (6.3)
where, N is the number of participants in the training folds and i is the number of UAV actions in
a trial which vary.
I begin by learning the parameter values and establishing the best fitting spill over among those
shown in Fig. 6.2. I implement each spill over in each of the default models and perform a 5-fold
cross validation summing the SSDs over the test folds. Table 6.2 lists the SSDs for the different spill
over implementations in each model. Notice that each implementation in SARSA provides the best
fit among the different learning models. For SARSA, the implementation which spills the reward
across adjacent sectors (local) results in the best fit, indicating that participants felt wary of the
state, but considered how many steps had already occurred.
TD(0) TD(1) SARSA Q-learning
No Spill over 360.187 407.469 355.569 379.463
Local 351.258 382.345 341.923 372.306
Time Step 361.141 400.23 346.425 371.776
Local & Time Step 356.304 392.01 354.161 364.861
All Neighbors 348.165 383.386 343.458 358.075
Table 6.2: SSDs for the different spill over implementations shown in Fig. 6.2 summed over all test folds.
SARSA provides the lowest SSD for each spill over implementation and Local fits the best.
Table 6.3 shows the learned values of the three behavioral parameters in each descriptive model
utilizing the spill over implementation that results in the lowest SSD for that model. For all models,
γ was fixed to 0.9. A 1− α value of 0.421 for SARSA signifies that participants place a moderately
lower emphasis on their previous experiences as compared to the current and future reward, thereby
forgetting them. We experimented with a linearly varying α as well resulting in a worse fit. On the
other hand, the spill over is negligible for SARSA but substantial for the other models. Curvature
of the subproportional weighting as parameterized by β remains above 1 for all models indicating
that the function is sigmoidal.
Table 6.4 shows the comparative performance of the different reinforcement learning models
including a random model. Observe that the corresponding behavioral generalization improves
each default model with Behavioral SARSA showing the lowest SSD and therefore the best fit. It
outperforms the next best model (TD(0)) significantly (Student’s paired, two-tailed t-test, p-value
< 0.05), as well as its default model.
To illustrate the predictive performance of descriptive Q-learning, I select the best performing
model from the previous subsection, Behavioral SARSA, and plot its performance. Because the
experiment utilized trajectories of differing lengths for the participant’s UAV between the win and
loss trials, and the collected data also exhibits difference between the two (for e.g., see Table 6.1),
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TD(0) TD(1) SARSA Q-learning
α 0.570 0.750 0.579 0.491
 0.215 0.463 0.0004 0.809
β 1.905 1.785 2.045 1.420
Total SSD 348.165 382.345 341.923 358.075
Table 6.3: Learned parameter values of the different models.
Model total SSD
Behavioral SARSA 341.923
Behavioral TD(0) 348.165
Default SARSA 355.569
Behavioral Q-learning 358.075
Default TD(0) 360.187
Default Q-learning 379.463
Behavioral TD(1) 382.345
Default TD(1) 407.469
Random 891.18
Table 6.4: Behavioral SARSA shows the best fit and the differences with others are significant.
we present the results separately for the two types of trials for clarity. However, a single model was
trained over the participant data.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.4: Average probability assessment in each trial for trajectories that lead to (a) successfully reaching
the goal sector, and (b) being spotted by the other UAV.
In Fig. 6.4, we show the average probability over all assessment points and participants for
each trial, separated by winning and losing trials. For wins and losses, model predictions fit the
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.5: Comparison of predicted judgments by the different models with the experiment data for
trajectory lengths of, (a) 4 time steps, (b) 6 time steps, and (c) 8 time steps. Vertical bars are the standard
errors.
general shape of the probability changes closely. For the win trials, Behavioral SARSA effectively
models the changing mean assessments per trial up to and including the last trial. We show the
performance of the default SARSA across the trials as well. As Table 6.4 suggests, Behavioral
SARSA demonstrates improved predictions across the trials compared to the default.
Trajectories that result in a win are of lengths 4, 6, or 8 time steps. Probability assessments are
substantially affected by the distance to the goal sector, so we analyze the data and model predictions
separately for each of these lengths in Fig. 6.5 next. While Behavioral SARSA understates the
probabilities in comparison to the data for the longer trajectories, it exhibits the overall trend
correctly for the trajectories of different lengths.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.6: A comparison of model predictions with observed data for loss trajectories. We show the
comparisons for trajectories of lengths (a) 3 time steps, and (b) 5 time steps.
In Fig. 6.6, we compare the model predictions with the data averaged over all the trials that
result in a loss. Participants, on average, start with lower assessments compared to trials that result
in a win. This indicates that participants are generally good at identifying eventual losses and
retain their pessimism as trials progress. The models show higher initial judgments and exaggerated
decreases in their probability predictions over time compared to the slight dip in probabilities we
observed for trajectories of length 3 (Fig. 6.6(a)). For the longer trajectory, participants generally
became more optimistic until just before their loss, while the models’ predictions averaged over all
such trials remain mostly flat. The primary reason is the lack of substantive data because each
participant experiences just one trial that results in being spotted after 5 steps.
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6.5 Concluding Remarks
Significant research has established that humans deviate from normative reasoning, largely due
to the effects of cognitive biases that preclude rational decision making. Forgetfulness, which
causes humans to depreciate the value of previous events, spill over, where humans generalize their
experience to similar strategies or locations nearby, often erroneously, and subproportional weighting,
when expressed probability deviates at high and low values, are some of these biases. In this chapter,
I modified reinforcement learning techniques to capture the effects of these biases in actual human
experiments.
By utilizing behavioral parameters in a sequential RL model (Q-learning) and testing its
predictive capabilities on data collected from a strategic game, I established improved performance
when compared to the default RL models and other simple baseline models. In the experiment,
participants were required to estimate their likelihood of a UAV successfully navigating to a goal
sector without being spotted by a hostile UAV. I further improved the performance of the model by
using a nonlinear probability weights to map the model’s probability assessments accounting for
under- or overstatements of probabilities.
The descriptive reinforcement learning model gets us close to modeling the human judgments
in a strategic task, but shows room for further improvement. Certain behaviors such as that of
participants assessing increasing likelihoods of reaching the goal sector without being spotted only
to suddenly reduce it in the later stages when they find themselves about to be spotted, as in
Fig. 6.6(b), are challenging to computationally model. Indeed, here the model’s average predictions
do not change much over time.
Despite this, descriptive Q-learning serves as a powerful method for computationally modeling
the behavior of humans in sequential games under uncertainty, where participants refine their
predictions as they experience more trials. I show that the parameterized models significantly
outperform normative models of learning, and illustrate the predictive capabilities of the model in
relation to real-world data.
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Chapter 7
Game-Delayed Reinforcement
Learning in Robotic Team Precision
Agriculture
Like the previous chapter, this chapter examines the application of parameterized reinforcement
learning in a real-world domain. In this chapter, I examine a novel formation of traditional
reinforcement learning problems: game-delayed reinforcements. In most contemporary literature, RL
is applied to either single-shot games or sequential domains wherein stimuli is achieved immediately
following the last action. In some contexts, however, stimuli is achieved at some other stage the
agent is not involved in, as is the case in teams of heterogeneous agents with specialized tasks.
In this setting, one agent generates the frame of a problem for another agent, and the subsequent
agent resolves it, informing the first agent of the results. There are two unique challenges here: the
first agent frequently makes decisions based on a prior that precedes recently executed actions and,
additionally, noise in observations from subsequent agents are propagated to previous agents. I
show, via empirical results, that agents are still able to reasonably learn under these constraints in
a novel assembly of heterogeneous agents leveraging MCES-P.
The field of precision agriculture is rapidly growing due to availability of low-cost computation
and robotic physical systems [65]. I define a real-world RL implementation by leveraging popular
image processing techniques [31] as discretized observations for a heterogeneous team of simulated
agents and show MCES-P results in remarkable performance under game-delayed reinforcements. I
introduce a heuristic that allows RL-like exploration of foregone strategies [62] that dramatically
improves both canonical Q-learning [60] and promotes significantly more positive identifications of
crops under stress.
7.1 Representing Heterogeneous Teams in Precision Agriculture
In this work, I propose a novel aggregate framework for utilizing multispectral images and envi-
ronmental metadata in heterogeneous teams of sensor modalities. In this precision agriculture
application, I will introduce a framework that identifies the presence of phenotypically expressed
crop stress. I label the framework the Agricultural Distributed Decision framework (ADDF). ADDF
tackles individual and team learning and planning, as well as approaches for accomplishing indi-
vidual tasks, representing the task of organizing satellites, autonomous uninhabited aerial vehicles
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(AUAVs), autonomous uninhabited ground vehicles (AUGVs), and ground-level environmental
sensors, specified in Fig. 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Available delivery mechanisms with sensor modalities: (a) Images from the Sentinal-II,
(b) 3DR Solo, (c) ClearPath Jackal, and (d) Micasense Redenge (and others).
Beyond sensor modalities, the environmental domain (used in Sec. 7.3.1 and simulated in
Sec. 7.3.2) is embodied by large-scale peanut crop fields in Tifton, GA, managed by the College
of Agriculture and Environmental Sciences (CAES) at the University of Georgia, Tifton campus.
Extant stresses include crop field erosion, damage done by local fauna, and several introduced
stresses including fungus and pathogen introductions resulting in crop blight and lesions.
The functional capabilities of the sensor modalities are defined as follows:
• L3: The highest level will be comprised of satellites which collect images of the crops on
average every week. The Sentinel 2a and 2b satellites will be used for this layer of information.
The data from these satellites are available for free and the ESA also provides a tool box
for processing data collected. This level is passive, as it is not directly controlled, instead
limited by a fixed temporal component of passing over the same location once every 5 days.
Image data in this layer has a multi-spectral resolution of 10 meters per pixel and a thermal
resolution of 20 m per pixel.
• L2: Layer 2 represents the multispectral, high dimensional image data taken by AUAVs.
While AUAVs have a very high degree of control and speed of execution with limited challenge
in pathing, images are taken above their targets. Images generally have a resolution of 1-3
centimeters per pixel depending on the height of the AUAV and the spatial resolution of the
camera.
• L1: Like L2, this layer represents a controllable physical subsystem, but is executed by AUGVs.
Pathing is significantly more challenging and, even given high resolution geolocation sensors,
may require exploration for the AUGV to reach its target. Though targeted exploration
is more computationally costly and slower, image data can be collected from a variety of
perspectives (individual leaves, fruit, flowers, whole plants) and have a similar resolution to
L2, albeit from alternative angles.
• L0: Although often not directly measuring features due to the onset of stress, I include a
layer representing an array of ground sensors which measure air and soil moisture, ground
temperature, and relative humidity. This helps acquire information valuable for predictive
learning approaches that enhance the data model beyond the other layers image data, enhancing
model accuracy by capturing features that the resultant stresses are conditionally dependent
on.
As Fig. 7.2 illustrates, layers 3, 2, and 1 collect image data at various resolutions and spectra
of the crop field, while also collecting environmental data from the layer 0 sensors. Each layer is
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Figure 7.2: Arrangement of physical sensor modalities. Layers 3, 2, and 1 delegates to subsequent
layers, and all layers take image data and collect environmental data from layer 0.
able to instantly communicate with a centralized server via a wireless network infrastructure. This
centralized server then performs analysis and reasoning on the collected image and environmental
data, described in the next section.
7.2 Agricultural Distributed Decision Framework
The ADDF is comprised of two distinct functional capabilities: the processing of NDVI image data
to compute the evolution of point-in-time crop growth metrics and the ability to learn when to
raise a call-to-action, believing that processed image data indicates immediate or impending crop
stress. The former capability requires collecting normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI)
image data, computing a moving average pixel sufficient metric, and identifying deviating segments
of crop fields. The latter capability introduces a reinforcement learning technique for exploring
policies that, based on continuous-value observations, trigger a call-to-action. NDVI indices are
computed by transforming (nir) and red wavelengths (r) as follows: nir−rnir+r · 100.
7.2.1 Processing Image Data
Composing metrics of growth patterns via NDVI imaging is a popular methodology. While NDVI
image data is effective at detecting stress in large and fully grown crops, it can struggle in smaller
target crop sizes. Nonetheless, it is a highly effective mechanism. Unfortunately, much of the
contemporary body of work leverages retrospective curve-fitting as a departure point. As the domain
requires that immediate action be taken (i.e. at various points during the growing season), I instead
opt to develop a sufficient statistic computed from two or more NDVI images taken at potentially
diverse intervals by proportionally merging error values.
Two distinct types of image processing using this methodology are required. The first task
is simple: two aligned NDVI images, taken from highly similar perspectives (L3 and some L2
tasks), are compared via image difference with n-square-pixel approximation. Due to possible slight
deviations of the images (due to erroneous alignment or evolution of crop size), the approximation,
which takes the average index of an p× p square, can be used to alleviate information loss.
The second, more complex methodology required is analyzing images of crops from dramatically
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different angles, comprising some of L2’s tasks and nearly all of L1’s. In this case, I instead generate
a distribution of the NDVI image coloration of a crop and compare the distribution to average
coloration taken by the layer. In this work, I focus on the first task and the theory of composing a
heterogeneous team, leaving this task and online experiments for future work.
Figure 7.3: Comparison of two NDVI peanut field images taken over a 3 week period with 8× 8
pixel approximation.
Figure 7.3 shows a trivial implementation of a single pairwise comparison of two images taken
3 weeks apart of the domain’s peanut field in the late 2017 growing season. Interestingly, the
results are quite telling. Known to the field workers, three standout features are identifiable via this
comparison: (1) the field is bisected by two lines as it was originally 4 fields, (2) near the bisection
point significant crop erosion is occurring, and (3) the west, and particularly northwest, sector of
the field is beset by damage from grazing deer.
Algorithm 6 ADDF: NDVI image difference method
Require: Two NDVI images, a, b; image dimensions x, y; pixel approximation parameter p
1: i← 0
2: j ← 0
3: diff ← ∅
4: while i < x do
5: while j < y do
6: ai,j ← average index of pixels (i, j) to (i+ p, j + p) for image a
7: bi,j ← average index of pixels (i, j) to (i+ p, j + p) for image b
8: diffi,j ← min[(ai,j − bi,j), 0]
9: i← i+ p
10: j ← j + p
11: return diff
Algorithm 6 annotates the relatively simplistic process of generating a difference sample between
two NDVI images. The resultant matrix approximates the index across a p square pixels, the set
of which becomes a list of pairwise comparisons. I am interested in p-size sectors that, over the
growing season, have very low variance, as it indicates that either (a) crops are not growing or are
dying quickly, or (b), at the near infrared portion of the spectrum, low reflectance indicates low
crop health from stress, such as from water deficiency.
As I am primarily interested in disproportionate changes in reflectance and growth, instead of
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Algorithm 7 ADDF: Variance estimation
Require: List of pairwise difference matrices d; individual diff matrix size m,n
1: Variance matrix v ← m× n matrix instantiated to 0
2: if |d| > 1 then
3: for i in [0,m]; j in [0, n] do
4: vi,j = V AR{dki,j}|d|k=0, the variance of the approximate pixel at i, j for all image differences
5: Normalize all values in v between 0 and 1
6: return v
examining pure average indexes across the pairwise differences of images, I focus on the variance
of those images. Following the matrix generation in Alg. 6, Alg. 7 computes the variance across
all pairwise differences and then normalizes relative to the highest variance. When analyzing the
resultant variance matrix, lower values are more concerning than higher ones.
As a last step, since the resultant matrix serves as rudimentary image data where lower variance
is represented as higher intensity pixels. In order to combat variance diffuseness, which is caused by
crops separated by rows of soil, I crop the image to the field and apply a Gaussian blur where σ = 2.5.
I then segment the image via straightforward applications of image segmentation algorithms, such as
K-means [55, 18], to create afflicted sectors of the crop field. These sectors, based on their average
variance, are then decision moments for the agents described in the following sections.
7.2.2 Composing a Heterogeneous Team
I have 4 layers of sensor modalities, each with the capability to take either image or environmental
data at varying resolutions. I am tasked with representing these layers, then, as a team, with the
common goal of identifying a stress while balancing (a) speed of identification and (b) accuracy of
the eventual categorization.
Casting this problem as decision-theoretic is rather straightforward. Each layer is solving an
independent game formulation, though the state of the environment is (largely) identical for each
of them. Since the eventual categorization is used to inform the decisions of higher level layers, I
adopt the perspective of reinforcement learning. Borrowing from Perkins’ MCES-P, I explore a set
of policies mapping call-to-actions to real-valued observations of the variance across images of a
crop field. Figure 7.4 presents a visual representation of the actions of layers and the propagation of
feedback.
Figure 7.4: Image demonstrating the call-to-action and reinforcement process of layers 3, 2, and 1.
I first present the general POMDP frame for layers 3, 2, and 1. The problem an individual
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agent faces is defined as a tuple ADDFLi = 〈S,A, T,Ω, O,R〉, where L and i refers to the layer and
agent respectively. AL refers to actions taken at this layer, and AL−1 refers to the eventual action
of the subsequent layer. Level 0 has no agency, represented in the framework as additional state
observation information.
• S: the distribution of stress and agent location over a multi-row and column large-scale crop
field
• A: the set of actions, uniquely defined per layer
– L3: take low-resolution images of the entire field on rare occasions
– L2: move; take image of a field or section
– L1: move; take image of an individual plants, leaves and fruit
• T = S ×A× S: state transition function dependent on agent movement
• Ω: the set of observations. Each agent receives information from level 0 and information as to
how each sector/crop deviates from expected image data using Alg. 7. I discretize to levels of
severity via clustering.
• O = S ×A: the observation function, mapping observations to actions dependent on the state
• R = S × AL × (AL−1) → R: the reward function, dependent on the agents action and the
decision made by the subsequent layer. The exception is at layer 1, which makes the final
decision on the presence of a stress.
Examining the reward function R raises an interesting caveat of the domain: reinforcements
must be delayed due to relying on subsequent layer categorization, and games are played in parallel
even within each layer. Since each game is a single horizon, and the policies that are learned are
memory-less and reactive, this only means that games may be resolved outside the order they were
played in. Figure 7.5 demonstrates how a layer 3 agent may begin playing a game before a previous
decision was reinforced.
Figure 7.5: Layers 3 and 2 experience delayed reinforcements when a new game is started before
subsequent layers make a decision.
Here I present the algorithms for ADDF. I generally require two flavors of ADDF: a high level
agent that may tackle several sectors at once (such as for layer 3 and, sometimes, layer 2) and a
lower level, sector- and crop-specific agent (layer 2 and 1). The high level agent creates multiple
decision points for the lower agent, which often must tackle the sectors one-by-one.
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Algorithm 8 ADDF
Require: Maximum number of trajectories, k, to explore; sectors S; number of agents Z; observation
and action spaces O,A for each agent
1: for i ∈ (2, Z) do
2: QLio,a ← 0 for all (Oi, Ai)
3: cLio,a ← 0 for all (Oi, Ai)
4: piLi←random initial policy
5: repeat
6: Generate call to actions ~τL3 = L3(piL3, k, S, cL3)
7: Generate call to actions and collect rejections 〈~τL2, ~rL2〉 = L2(piL2, k, S, cL2, ~τL3)
8: Collect classifications ~rL1 = L1(~τL2)
9: ~r = ~rL1 + ~rL2
10: Update( ~Q,~c, ~pi, ~r, ~τ , Z)
11: until End of growing season
I begin by covering the high-level rotation of actions as a crop season progresses, defined in Alg. 8.
Line 1 initializes the Q-table, counts, and policies for each layer. Line 6 runs the call-to-action
generation for Layer 3, leveraging its current learned policy. Layer 2 is a bit different. While line 7
also generates calls to action, any sector it considers without stress is served as stimuli for Layer 3.
Layer 1 only generates stimuli. Line 10 then updates all Q-values and transforms layer policies that
have a new best action using reward stimuli.
As an important point, I omit the constraint of parallelism in the description of Alg. 8 for
the purpose of brevity and clarity. Line 7, for example, doesn’t occur every iteration. This is
accomplished instead by creating a queue from line 6 and iteratively executing line 7 until the queue
is empty, illustrated in Fig. 7.5. Line 10 only executes when Layer 1 or 2 completes a task.
Algorithm 9 L3(pi, k, S, c)
Require: Policy pi; a maximum number of trajectories, k, to explore; vector of potentially stressed
sectors S; counts c
1: Choose random action a and observation o
2: Generate pi′ as pi ← (o, a)
3: Create variance samples X from S following Alg. 7
4: Generate trajectories τˆ = {τx}|X|x=0, according to pi′
5: Update counts co,a ← co,a + 1
6: Extract call-to-actions for subsequent layers, ~τ = {τ ∈ τ¯ : τa > 0}
7: return ~τ
Algorithm 9 defines the L3 policy exploration and execution process. As in Alg. 1, I select
a random observation-action pair to explore, creating transformed policy pi′. By taking variance
samples of target sectors, L3 generates observations, which it then acts on using the transformed
policies. For those actions that indicate a stress, L3 returns a call-to-action.
Since information must be passed between layers, I define τ differently than canonical MCES-P.
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Here, each element in τLi includes the observation, action, and sector index (o, a, s) of that layer,
omitting rewards. When I return rewards back to preceding layers via ~r, the preceding layer then
knows which observation and action to update.
The algorithm for Layer 2 is omitted, as it differs from Layer 3 only in that it returns trajectories
from ~τL3 as a negative reward if it fails to detect a stress in that sector, similar to Layer 1’s line 5
below, albeit only negative rewards.
Algorithm 10 L1(I)
Require: Call-to-actions I
1: ~r ← ∅
2: for States from call-to-actions s ∈ I do
3: Create variance samples x from i(s) following Alg. 7
4: Classify non-uniformity r = Classify(x)
5: Dispense rewards ~r = APPEND(~r, (s, r))
6: return ~r
In this formulation, Layer 1 is considered objective in its classification, and generates stimuli for
the other two (or more) layers. Like the previous layers, it generates an image of a particular crop,
but if it detects significant non-uniformity, it immediately classifies the sector as stressed.
Algorithm 11 Update( ~Q,~c, ~pi, ~r, ~τ , Z, k)
Require: Q-tables ~Q; count vectors ~c; current policies ~pi; rewards ~r; call-to-actions ~τ ; number of
agents Z; trajectory requirement count k
1: for Agent i ∈ (2, Z) do
2: for Agent’s call-to-actions t ∈ ~τLi do
3: Get reward for call-to-action r = ~r(t(s))
4: QLio,a ← (1− α(cLio,a)) ·QLio,a + α(cLio,a) · r
5: if maxa′ Q
Li
o,a′ > Q
Li
o,piLi(o)
+ (k, cLio,a, c
Li
o,piLi(o)
) then
6: piLi(o)← a′
7: cLio,a ← 0 for all o, a
Each iteration is concluded with an update of the Q-table. As in MCESP, if the sample
complexity k is satisfied, then transformations are possible, if the agent has learned enough about
each potential policy.
The domain differs from predominant exploration of POMDP domains in that the observation
function is continuous. That is, I receive real-valued differentials between expected crop growth when
processing image data. However, via utilizing lossless conversion to observation space partitions [22], I
can solve this continuous problem discretely, even considering layer 0 continuous-value environmental
metadata.
In layers that contain multiple agents (excluding layer 3 and 0), since the problem requires
potentially reacting to multiple call to actions, I utilize a generalization of the POMDP that solves
for instant-communication team play, the Multiagent POMDP [8]. The MPOMDP is an interesting
formulation, representing the dynamism of the decision problem by individually capturing the
characteristics of each component of the system (in this case, the layers). However, it is well-known
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that an MPOMDP can be directly converted to an equally expressive POMDP and solved as such [2].
The value is in its interpretability, which doesnt affect the complexity to solve it.
I represent a layers homogeneous team as a tuple ADDFL =< Z,S, ~A, T,Ω, O,R >, with new
or modified frame elements:
• Z: the set of agents
• ~A = ALz Zz=1: the set of all agents actions
• O = S × ~A: the team observation function, where the state and the teams actions result in a
single, shared observation
Utilizing a reinforcement learning perspective, I then learn the optimal policy for each layer as a
Monte Carlo solution to the (M)POMDPs [54, 38].
7.2.3 Tackling the Hyper-Conservative Local Optima
One complication of the methodology is that layers are incentivized to be highly conservative in
their call-to-actions. Since the presence of a stress is a rare event vis a vis normal growth patterns,
learning is inherently biased to rejecting the stress [20]. Besides dramatically overweighting rewards
that indicate stress, I propose two options: forced exploration even under rejection and random
exploration in layer 1.
The first option considers reserving a few call-to-actions at each interval (demonstrated in
Fig. 7.5) to create an objective for subsequent layers to explore near-accepted call-to-actions. For
example, even if layer 3 rejects the notion of a stress in a particular sector, it will still inform layer
2 of a stress in that sector (along with other positively-identified stresses), a strategy similar to
random policy exploration [64]. This may be added to Alg. 9 by adding rejected sectors to the
call-to-actions τ with exponentially-decaying weight w(τ,m, i) = mm+|τ |+i for each ith rejected sector
where m controls the steepness of the exponential decay. This methodology is explored in Sec. 7.3.
The second option capitalizes on potential dead-time in the lower layers. When not exploring
the crop field, I can opt to set layer 1 and 2 to an exploration mode, where they peruse the field
randomly. When a stress is identified, a call-to-action may be simulated sequentially through the
entire system and immediately rewarded appropriately, creating a positive sample to learn from. I
reserve exploration of this methodology for real-world experiments in future work.
7.3 Experiments and Results
I propose two toy implementations of the problem domains to test the approaches in Secs. 7.2.1
and 7.2.2. I first examine the performance of the image segmentation technique for identifying
stressed crop areas by utilizing actual AUAV images collected across several weeks of a growing
season. I then introduce a two-layer POMDP implementation of the ADDF framework with a
simulated toy environment, showing the effectiveness of learning a reward function vis a vis a
subsequent layer’s decisions. In practice, Sec. 7.3.1 produces inputs for Sec. 7.3.2, but I perform
separate experiments in this work.
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7.3.1 Identifying Phenotypic Stress
Through technology supplied to the Department of Entomology at the University of Georgia, Tifton
campus, I collected 5 images, each separated by 7 to 9 days, in July and August of 2017 of a peanut
field. These images were collected by a 3DR Solo aerial drone indexed using NDVI at a resolution
of 1-3 centimeters per pixel. The resultant files were encoded as Tagged Image File Format (TIFF),
sized around 20 megabytes each.
Since these images took place in a previous growing season, the department is aware of several
stresses that occurred during the growing season. First, the peanut field used to be four separate
fields, bisected by two roads, and a sector just north of the east-west road suffered from stress due
to soil erosion.
I experiment with several parameter settings for p, σ, and, in the case of K-means, k. Though I
hand-selected parameters for the final result in this section, I hypothesize that performing gradient
exploration methodologies, parameters could be fit by optimizing for fit in the final segmentation
technique (such as the elbow method for K-means [28]).
(a) (b)
Figure 7.6: Illustration of applying Alg. 6 with p > 1 to an original image (a) resulting in an
approximate image (b).
For Alg. 6, I set p = 12, converting original image dimensions of around 4900× 4200 to 620× 530.
Figure 7.6 shows the effect of approximation, resulting in significantly less diffuseness between crop
rows, though some is retained. Since the result of Gaussian blurring can lose too much information
to compare between images, I wait until the final comparative image before applying it. Next, I
compared the differences between two subsequent crop field images.
In Fig. 7.7, I illustrate the result of the first difference computation (diff) performed in the
sample set for the first two dates. It confirms what I know about this data set: the north side of
the field (which is darker, indicating less change) is performing significantly worse than the rest of
the field, and roads bisecting the field are clearly visible.
Examining the images in Fig. 7.8 corroborates the growing concern from diffs computed on
July 13th and 21st that the middle mass of the crop field is not producing. One drawback of this
methodology is that the stress is certainly visible by the diff on July 13th (recovering slightly by
the 21st). After applying Alg. 7, since the variance image is still too diffuse for effective image
segmentation, I apply a Gaussian blur and then segment, demonstrated in Fig. 7.9.
Completing the approximation and segmenting technique then results in highly defined and
contoured areas, show in Fig. 7.9.c for July 21st. 3 distinct layers are clearly visible (though
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(a) (b)
→
(c)
Figure 7.7: Result after full completion of Alg. 6, where the difference of two subsequent images
((a) July 6th and (b) July 13th) is computed, resulting in (c).
(a) (b)
→
(c)
Figure 7.8: Calculating the variance between differences computed for (a) July 6th and 13th and (b)
July 13th and 21st, resulting in variance map (c).
(a)
→
(b)
→
(c)
Figure 7.9: To identify affected sectors, I take an (a) variance image, apply (b) Gaussian blur, and
then (c) K-means.
the number of actual layers are determined by the input k for the K-means method, 10 in the
experiments). The center road and previously mentioned erosion due north of the center of mass
are both illustrated as very severe, with less severe sectors in the south and northeast.
I complete this section by illustrating the K-means processing for the final two dates in the
test set. Over the course of the first month and a half, I see that growth is stymied after the first
completion and the problem worsens in the north side of the field, though it improves in the south.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.10: K-means processing for (a) July 30th and (b) August 11th
By the last date, August 11th, the field is significantly healthier, though the most severe problem
areas from July 13th persist.
7.3.2 Solving Inter-Team Objectives
I test the effectiveness of the ADDF algorithm in a toy implementation of the crop field problem.
In the experiment, two agents form a two-layer team, where the first agent (referred to as the ”fast”
agent) takes a low-precision image of an entire crop field, which contains 5 sectors, once every 3
days. The second, ”slow” agent can collect image data only for a single sector, but can do it once a
day. To simulate a L1 classifier, I use an oracle that returns the true state of the sector after each
agent acts on a sector. Each agent receives one of |O| observations, each correlating to a confidence
of the stress, from low to high. I illustrate the domain in Fig. 7.11, where the fast and slow agents
are represented by a satellite and AUGV, respectively.
Figure 7.11: The toy crop field problem, where a fast and slow agent team up to learn crop stress
probabilities.
The simulator generates a stress in each sector at the beginning of a growing season, which has
89 days, with a 50% probability. Early in the season, the stress of the state is unstable, having a
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50% chance to change status. This likelihood decreases exponentially each subsequent day. The
fast agent gets the maximally correlated observation of the true stress of the environment (either
o = 0 or o = |O| for the lack or presence of a stress, respectively) with 70% probability, while the
slow agent receives it with 85% probability. Incorrect observations are received with the remaining
probability with exponential weight towards the correct classification. For example, the slow agent’s
observations are received with probability {o0 = 0.8, o1 = 0.1, o2 = 0.05} when no stress is present.
I test ADDF with configurations varying the number of observations and the inclusion of the
heuristic in Sec. 7.2.3, which adds rejected sectors to call-to-actions with exponentially decaying
probabilities. Each configuration is tested with 500 seasons. I begin by setting the baseline with a
canonical Q-learning technique, which does not perform policy exploration and always exploits the
current highest action-value for an observation.
|O| Agent
Accuracy
True False
Overall
Positive Negative Positive Negative
3
Fast 5 37,416 2 37,577 49.9%
Slow 2 3 1 1 71.4%
5
Fast 64 37,695 3 37,238 50.3%
Slow 35 4 1 27 56.3%
Table 7.1: Q-learning baseline, varying the observation and sector counts.
As noted in Sec. 7.2.3, the relative rarity of positive stimuli for negative events causes Q-learning
to quickly converge to always rejecting the presence of a stress in a sector. Therefore, Q-learning
performs essentially the same as the random baseline. With almost no samples to learn from, I
strike the essentially random accuracy of the slow agent. I then test ADDF in this domain with
trajectory limit k = 500.
|O| Agent
Accuracy
True False
Overall
Positive Negative Positive Negative
3
Fast 26,068 34,032 3,671 11,229 80.1%
Slow 13,067 11,895 4,068 709 83.9%
5
Fast 20,756 36,737 3,732 14,775 75.6%
Slow 12,052 7,612 701 4,123 80.3%
Table 7.2: ADDF with k = 500.
ADDF performs dramatically better than the Q-learning baseline, achieving over 80% accuracy
for the slow agent and 3-obervation fast agent, performing relatively worse with more observations
for the fast agent. The fast agent performs comparatively worse than the slow agent likely due to
the increased noise in its observation function. These numbers are quite close to the theoretical
maximum, considering noise for the environment.
Both the baseline and ADDF can potentially benefit from increased workload. The baseline
rejects nearly every sector, and, referring to Tbl. 7.2, it is clear the slow agent is not given enough
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decision points. For example, when |O| = 3, the fast agent generates just under 60 calls to the
slow agent per season, when it can work 90. Without lowest-level agents working every day, many
stressed crops will not be identified. I show the results for both the baseline and MCESP with the
workload heuristic in Sec. 7.2.3 with m = 5.
Method |O| Agent
Accuracy
True False
Overall
Positive Negative Positive Negative
B
a
se
li
n
e 3
Fast 30,552 26,445 14,202 3,801 76%
Slow 22,238 13,629 5,110 5,023 78%
5
Fast 25,249 28,579 12,067 9,105 71.8%
Slow 17,061 15,549 4,927 7,463 72.5%
A
D
D
F 3
Fast 30,703 31,355 2,327 10,615 82.7%
Slow 24,260 13,488 4,936 1,415 83.9%
5
Fast 28,025 31,995 6,239 8,741 80%
Slow 17,865 18,242 3,991 4,898 80.2%
Table 7.3: The baseline and ADDF algorithms utilizing increased workload heuristics to employ the
slow agent more frequently.
Table 7.3 shows a dramatic performance boost for the baseline but, much more importantly,
additionally demonstrates the slow agent working nearly every single available day. While ADDF
still outperforms the baseline, it does not show remarkable improvement over the non-heuristic
version. However, this isn’t the major contribution of the heuristic. The impact is that, since the
slow agent works more days, it identifies up to 83% more stressed crops.
7.4 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, I introduced an ensemble machine learning approach that learns to identify the
onset of crop stress by employing a team of multiple sensor modalities to collect images, process
them, and learn to identify crop stress via a decision theoretic approach optimized via reinforcement
learning. The algorithm, dubbed the Agricultural Distributed Decision Framework (ADDF), takes
multispectral, including near infrared, image data, computes the pairwise difference between two
temporally successive images, uses the variance between differences to generate observations, and
then learns whether the observation indicates a stress via a multi-layer POMDP approach. In this
approach, high layers prevent low layers from intervening on sectors with low likelihood of stress,
optimizing instead for sectors with high likelihood.
ADDF is derived from MCES-P, and each layer represents a sensor modality, including satellites,
AUAVs, and AUGVs, with the observation space defined as the level of variance and ground sensor
data. I show that MCES-P dramatically outperforms a canonical reinforcement learning technique,
Q-learning, using over 75, 000 decision points to inform our results. Even when using a heuristic
that allows subsequent layers to periodically act without previous layers’ positive identification,
ADDF is a better approach than the baseline.
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Several avenues exist for expanding the prototypical implementation we presented in this work.
While I simulate layer 0 information in Sec. 7.3.2, we do not explore the ramifications it may have
on image processing in Sec. 7.3.1. Additionally, layer 1 image processing is a completely different,
and far more complex, task than the algorithms presented in Sec. 7.2.1. However, even in real-world
experiments, the tasks accomplished by layer 1 may be readily replicated by a plant pathologist.
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Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 Proof of Thm. 3
MCESP+PAC in the multiagent setting allows for a PAC-style guarantee of -local optimality. To
show that the total error for MCESP+PAC is bounded by the user-defined  with probability 1− δ,
I first define the types of errors that can occur in selecting dominating neighboring policies and
terminating when none is found after sampling. In this respect, our proof follows that of Greiner [19].
We define N (pi) as the set of neighboring policies of pi. A policy is considered a neighbor if it
differs from pi by only one action for all observation sequences.
1. After seeing p samples (where p < k), MCESP+PAC selects some pi′ ∈ N (pi), as pi′ appears
higher value than pi, but it is not
2. After seeing p samples (where p < k), MCESP+PAC cannot find a pi′ ∈ N (pi) where pi′ appears
higher value than pi, but there is one
3. After seeing all km samples, MCESP+PAC selects some pi′ ∈ N (pi), as pi′ appears higher value
than pi, but it is not
4. After seeing all km samples, MCESP+PAC cannot find a pi′ ∈ N (pi) where pi′ appears higher
value than pi, but there is one
Recall  and km for MCESP+PAC are as follows.
(m, p, q, km) =

Λ(pi, pi′)
√
1
2p ln
2(km−1)N
δm
if p = q < km

2 if p = q = km
+∞ otherwise
km =
⌈
2
(Λ(pii, pi
′
i))
2
2
ln
2N
δm
⌉
Also, let E[pi] be the reward of the policy pi, in the context of other agents and the environment,
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which the Q-value approximates.
anm =Pr
[
∃pi′i ∈ N (pimi ) : (Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) ≥ (m, cpi′ii , c
pimi
i ) and E[pi
′
i] < E[pi
m
i ]
]
bnm =Pr
[
∃pi′i ∈ N (pimi ) : (Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) < − (m, cpi′ii , c
pimi
i ) and E[pi
′
i] > E[pi
m
i ] + 
]
cm =Pr
[
∃pi′i ∈ N (pimi ) : (Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) ≥ 
2
and E[pi′i] < E[pi
m
i ]
]
dm =Pr
[
∃pi′i ∈ N (pimi ) : (Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) < 
2
and E[pi′i] > E[pi
m
i ] + 
]
We represent each of the probabilities above as disjoint sets over neighbors and the agents’
policies. For example, N<i (pimi ) = {pii ∈ N (pim)|E[pi′i] < E[pimi ]}.
anm = Pr
[ ∨
pi′i∈N<i (pimi )
(Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) ≥ (m, cpi′ii , c
pimi
i )
]
bnm = Pr
[ ∨
pi′i∈N>i (pimi )
(Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) < − (m, cpi′ii , c
pimi
i )
]
cm = Pr
[ ∨
pi′i∈N<i (pimi )
(Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) ≥ 
2
]
dm = Pr
[ ∨
pi′i∈N>i (pimi )
(Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) < 
2
]
Considering every possible pi′ in pim’s neighborhood leads to the following summation.
anm≤
∑
pi′i∈N<i (pimi )
Pr[(Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) ≥ (m, cpi′ii , cpi
m
i , km)]
≤
∑
pi′i∈N<i (pimi )
Pr[(Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) ≥ (E[pi′i]− E[pimi ]) + (m, cpi
′
i
i , c
pim
i )]
≤
∑
pi′i∈N<i (pimi )
exp
−2p
(
(m, c
pi′i
i , c
pimi
i )
Λ(pi′i, pi
m
i , pij)
)2 (A.1)
=
|N<i (pimi )|δm
2(km − 1)|N (pimi )|
Equation A.1 follows from Hoeffding’s Inequality, where (Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) is the sample average of
E[pi′i]− E[pimi ]. I reduce A.1 by utilizing  when p = q < km. bnm follows,
bnm ≤
∑
pi′i∈N>i (pimi )
Pr
[
(Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) < − (m, cpi′ii , cpi
m
i , km)
]
≤ |N
>
i (pi
m
i )|δm
2(km − 1)|N (pimi )|
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The other two error types, where p = km, follow similarly but substitute km for n.
cm ≤
∑
pi′i∈N<i (pimi )
Pr
[
(Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) ≥ 
2
]
(A.2)
≤
∑
pi′i∈N<i (pimi )
exp
{
−2km
(
/2
Λ(pi′i, pi
m
i , pij)
)2}
=
|N<i (pimi )|δm
2|N (pimi )|
(A.3)
where Eq. A.3 is obtained by substituting km with its derived value in the previous expression and
reducing.
dm,pij ≤
∑
pi′i∈N>i (pimi )
Pr
[
(Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) < 
2
]
≤ |N
>
i (pi
m
i )|δm
2|N (pimi )|
The sum total of the error is as follows.
km−1∑
n=1
[anm + b
n
m] + cm + dm
=
km−1∑
n=1
[
|N<i (pimi ) + |N>i (pimi )|
|N (pimi )|
δm
2(km − 1)
]
+
|N<i (pimi )|+ |N>i (pimi )|
N (pimi )|
δm
2
= δm
Over all possible transformations, the total error is bounded by δ.
∞∑
m=1
δm =
∞∑
m=1
6δ
m2pi2
=
6δ
pi2
∞∑
m=1
1
m2
=
6δ
pi2
pi2
6
= δ
A.2 Proof for Thm. 4
The proof of -local optimality for MCESMP+PAC strongly parallels that for MCESP+PAC. However,
in the multiagent case, non-representative samples can cause multiplicatively more types of error to
the order of agents in the arena. Since MCESMP+PAC is trying to solve for a joint policy comprised
of i and j’s respective policies, pii and pij , there are the following types of error. In this proof, I
establish bounds for only two agents for the sake of brevity, but it is straightforward to apply it to
more than two agents.
We use N (pi) as a function to denote the local neighborhood of policies that varies from pi by a
single action-observation pair.
(A) After seeing n samples (where n < k), MCESMP+PAC could climb from some joint policy
{pimi , pimj } to a joint neighboring policy {pi′i, pi′j} where pi′i ∈ N (pimi ) and pi′j ∈ N (pimi ), because
{pi′i, pi′j} appears to be better than {pimi , pimj }, but neither policy is an improvement
(B) After seeing n samples (where n < k), MCESMP+PAC could climb from some joint policy
{pimi , pimj } to a joint neighboring policy {pi′i, pi′j} where pi′i ∈ N (pimi ) and pi′j ∈ N (pimi ), because
{pi′i, pi′j} appears to be better than {pimi , pimj }, but pi′i or pi′j is not an improvement
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(C) After seeing n samples (where n < k), MCESMP+PAC cannot find a better joint policy {pi′i, pi′j}
where pi′i ∈ N (pimi ) and pi′j ∈ N (pimi ) that dominates joint policy {pimi , pimj }, as all pi′i and pi′j
appear worse than {pimi , pimj }, but in fact there is a better joint policy
(D) After seeing n samples (where n < k), MCESMP+PAC cannot find a better joint policy {pi′i, pi′j}
where pi′i ∈ N (pimi ) and pi′j ∈ N (pimi ) that dominates joint policy {pimi , pimj }, as either all pi′i
appear worse than pimi , or all pi
′
j appear worse than pi
m
j , but in fact there is a better joint
policy
(E) After seeing all k samples, MCESMP+PAC could climb from some joint policy {pimi , pimj } to a
joint neighboring policy {pi′i, pi′j} where pi′i ∈ N (pimi ) and pi′j ∈ N (pimi ), because {pi′i, pi′j} appears
to be better than {pimi , pimj }, but neither policy is an improvement
(F) After seeing all k samples, MCESMP+PAC could climb from some joint policy {pimi , pimj } to a
joint neighboring policy {pi′i, pi′j} where pi′i ∈ N (pimi ) and pi′j ∈ N (pimi ), because {pi′i, pi′j} appears
to be better than {pimi , pimj }, but either pi′i or pi′j is not an improvement
(G) After seeing all k samples, MCESMP+PAC cannot find a better joint policy {pi′i, pi′j} where
pi′i ∈ N (pimi ) and pi′j ∈ N (pimi ) that dominates joint policy {pimi , pimj }, as all pi′i and pi′j appear
worse than {pimi , pimj }, but in fact there is a better joint policy
(H) After seeing all k samples, MCESMP+PAC cannot find a better joint policy {pi′i, pi′j} where
pi′i ∈ N (pimi ) and pi′j ∈ N (pimi ) that dominates joint policy {pimi , pimj }, as either all pi′i appear
worse than pimi , or all pi
′
j appear worse than pi
m
j , but in fact there is a better joint policy
We apply the following to decide when to climb from one individual policy, pi, to another, pi′.
(m, p, q, km) =

Λ(pi, pi′)
√
1
2p ln
(
4
√
6(km−1)N
4√δm
)
if p = q < km

2 if p = q = km
+∞ otherwise
where Λ is defined in Sec. 4 and N = |N (pim)| is the size of the local neighborhood. Let ~pi = 〈pii, pij〉.
Let Ei[~pi] represent the true value, as opposed to empirically sampled value Q, of following a policy
pii when the other agent is following pij , and E
j [~pi] analogously for the other agent. As it is clear from
context and for the interest of brevity, I omit km from (·). I represent the previously mentioned
types of error in MCESMP+PAC with the following expressions.
anm =Pr[∃{pi′i, pi′j} ∈ N (pimi )×N (pimj ) : (Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) ≥ (m, cpi′ii , cpi
m
i
i ),
(Qpi
′
j −Qpimj ) ≥ (m, cpi
′
j
j , c
pimj
j ), and E
i[~pi′] < Ei[~pim], Ej [~pi′] < Ej [~pim]]
bnm =Pr[∃{pi′i, pi′j} ∈ N (pimi )×N (pimj ) : (Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) ≥ (m, cpi′ii , cpi
m
i
i ), (Q
pi′j −Qpimj ) ≥ (m, cpi
′
j
j , c
pimj
j ),
and [(Ei[~pi′] < Ei[~pim], Ej [~pi′] > Ej [~pim] + ) or (Ei[~pi′] > Ei[~pim] + , Ej [~pi′] < Ej [~pim])]]
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cnm =Pr[∃{pi′i, pi′j} ∈ N (pimi )×N (pimj ) : (Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) < − (m, cpi′ii , cpi
m
i
i ),
(Qpi
′
j −Qpimj ) < − (m, cpi
′
j
j , c
pimj
j ), and E
i[~pi′] > Ei[~pim] + , Ej [~pi′] > Ej [~pim] + ]
dnm =Pr[∃{pi′i, pi′j} ∈ N (pimi )×N (pimj ) : (Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) < − (m, cpi′ii , cpi
m
i
i ), (Q
pi′j −Qpimj ) < − (m, cpi
′
j
j , c
pimj
j ),
and [(Ei[~pi′] > Ei[~pim] + , Ej [~pi′] < C(pimj ), pi
m
i or (E
i[~pi′] < Ei[~pim], Ej [~pi′] > Ej [~pim] + )]]
em =Pr[∃{pi′i, pi′j} ∈ N (pimi )×N (pimj ) : (Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) ≥ 
2
, (Qpi
′
j −Qpimj ) ≥ 
2
,
and Ei[~pi′] < Ei[~pim], Ej [~pi′] < Ej [~pim]]
fm =Pr[∃{pi′i, pi′j} ∈ N (pimi )×N (pimj ) : (Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) ≥ 
2
, (Qpi
′
j −Qpimj ) ≥ 
2
,
and [(Ei[~pi′] < Ei[~pim], Ej [~pi′] > Ej [~pim] + ) or (Ei[~pi′] > Ei[~pim] + , Ej [~pi′] < Ej [~pim])]]
gm =Pr[∃{pi′i, pi′j} ∈ N (pimi )×N (pimj ) : (Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) < 
2
, (Qpi
′
j −Qpimj ) < 
2
,
and Ei[~pi′] > Ei[~pim] + , Ej [~pi′] > Ej [~pim] + ]
hm =Pr[∃{pi′i, pi′j} ∈ N (pimi )×N (pimj ) : (Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) < 
2
, (Qpi
′
j −Qpimj ) < 
2
,
and [(Ei[~pi′] > Ei[~pim] + , Ej [~pi′] < C(pimj ), pi
m
i ) or (E
i[~pi′] < Ei[~pim], Ej [~pi′] > Ej [~pim] + )]]
We can eliminate the existential quantifiers in the previous expressions by representing them
as finite disjunctions over the elements of the joint local neighborhood, N (~pi). For the individual
agent, considering a set of neighboring policies that are truly worse than the current policy given
the other agent is fixed can be represented as: N<i (~pim) = {pi′i ∈ N (pimi )|Ei[pi′i, pimj ] < Ei[pimi , pimj ]},
and similarly for agent j. Subsequently, I represent the neighborhood of joint policies where
both agents transformed policies are truly worse as N<<(~pim) = {~pi′ ∈ N (~pim)|Ei[~pi′] < Ei[~pim] ∧
Ej [~pi′] < Ej [~pim]}. I omit the parameter as it is clear from context, resulting in N<<. Note that
|N<<| = |N<i | · |N<j |.
anm = Pr[
∨
~pi′∈N<<
(Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) ≥ (m, cpi′ii , c
pimi
i ) ∧ (Qpi
′
j −Qpimj ) ≥ (m, cpi
′
j
j , c
pimj
j )]
We can also express probabilities for sets of policies that are truly greater as well, using
N>i (~pim) = {pi′i ∈ N (pimi )|C(pi′i, pimj ) > C(pimi , pimj ) + }. Again, this is written similarly for agent j.
The joint notation follows identically as above.
cnm = Pr[
∨
~pi′∈N>>
(Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) < − (m, cpi′ii , c
pimi
i ) ∧ (Qpi
′
j −Qpimj ) < − (m, cpi
′
j
j , c
pimj
j )]
The other errors are expressed in a similar manner. I then evaluate the bounds as follows.
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anm ≤
∑
~pi′∈N<<
Pr[(Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) ≥ (m, cpi′ij , cpi
m
i
i ) ∧ (Qpi
′
j −Qpimj ) ≥ (m, cpi
′
j
j , c
pimj
j )]
≤
∑
~pi′∈N<<
Pr[(Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) ≥ (Ei[~pi′]− Ei[~pim]) + (m, cpi′ii , cpi
m
i
i )]·
Pr[(Qpi
′
j −Qpimj ) ≥ (Ej [~pi′]− Ej [~pim]) + (m, cpi
′
j
j , c
pimj
j )]
≤
∑
~pi′∈N<<
exp
−2p
((m, cpi′ii , cpimii )
Λ(pii, pi′i)
)2
+
(m, cpi′jj , cpimjj )
Λ(pij , pi′j)
2

 (A.4)
= |N<<|
√
δm√
6
√
km − 1|N (pimi )|
·
√
δm√
6
√
km − 1|N (pimj )|
=
|N<<|δm
6(km − 1)|N (~pim)|
Line A.4 follows from Hoeffding’s Inequality, where (Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) is the sample average approx-
imating Ei[~pi′] − Ei[~pim]. 5 is reduced when satisfying the condition p = q < km. B is computed
similarly, but the space of possible neighbors is over the union of N<> and N><.
bnm ≤
∑
~pi′∈N<>∪N><
Pr[(Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) ≥ (m, cpi′ii , cpi
m
i
i ) ∧ (Qpi
′
j −Qpimj ) ≥ (m, cpi
′
j
j , c
pimj
j )]
≤ (|N
<>|+ |N><|)δm
6(km − 1)|N (~pim)|
C follows from A, but in the case where MCESMP+PAC terminates without transformation.
cnm ≤
∑
~pi′∈N>>
Pr[(Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) ≤ − (m, cpi′ii , cpi
m
i
i ) ∧ (Qpi
′
j −Qpimj ) ≤ − (m, cpi
′
j
j , c
pimj
j )]
≤
∑
~pi′∈N>>
Pr[(Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) < (Ei[~pi′]− Ei[~pim])− (m, cpi′ii , cpi
m
i
i )]·
Pr[(Qpi
′
j −Qpimj ) < (Ej [~pi′]− Ej [~pim])− (m, cpi
′
j
j , c
pimj
j )] (A.5)
=
|N>>|δm
6(km − 1)|N (~pim)|
Though the sign is reversed in C,  falls under the square and, as such, the proof follows
identically to A from Line A.5. As with B, D just expands the neighborhood.
dnm ≤
∑
~pi′∈N><∪N<>
Pr[(Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) < − (m, cpi′ii , cpi
m
i
i ) ∧Qpi
′
j −Qpimj ) < − (m, cpi
′
j
j , c
pimj
j )]
≤ (|N
><|+ |N<>|)δm
6(km − 1)|N (~pim)|
We can bound at p = km samples in the same fashion.
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em ≤
∑
~pi′∈N<<
Pr[(Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) ≥ 
2
∧ (Qpi′j −Qpimj ) ≥ 
2
]
≤
∑
~pi′∈N<<
exp
−2km
( /2
Λ(pii, pi′i)
)2
+
(
/2
Λ(pij , pi′j)
)2 = |N<<|δm6|N (~pim)| (A.6)
where Line A.6 is obtained by replacing km with its derived value. F is obtained by following
the process in B and the reduction in Line A.6.
fm ≤
∑
~pi′∈N<>∪N><
Pr[(Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) ≥ 
2
∧ (Qpi′j −Qpimj ) ≥ 
2
] ≤ (|N
<>|+ |N><|)δm
6|N (~pim)|
G and H similarly follow from C and D, replacing km with its derived value.
gm ≤
∑
~pi′∈N>>
Pr[(Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) < 
2
∧ (Qpi′j −Qpimj ) < 
2
] ≤ |N
>>|δm
6|N (~pim)|
hm ≤
∑
~pi′∈N><∪N<>
Pr[(Qpi
′
i −Qpimi ) < 
2
∧ (Qpi′j −Qpimj ) < 
2
] ≤ (|N
><|+ |N<>|)δm
6|N (~pim)|
Then, the probability that MCESMP+PAC makes an error after n transformations is
km∑
n=1
[anm + b
n
m + c
n
m + d
n
m] + em + fm + gm + hm
≤
[
(km − 1)δm
6(km − 1)|N (~pim)| (|N
<<|+ |N<>|+ |N><|+ |N>>|+ |N><|+ |N<>|)
]
+
δm
6|N (~pim)| (|N
<<|+ |N<>|+ |N><|+ |N>>|+ |N><|+ |N<>|)
≤
[
δm
6|N (~pim)| (|N(~pi
m)|+ |N<>|+ |N><|)
]
+
δm
6|N (~pim)| (|N (~pi
m)|+ |N<>|+ |N><|) (A.7)
≤
[
δm
6|N (~pim)| (3|N(~pi
m)|
]
+
δm
6|N (~pim)| (3|N (~pi
m)|) (A.8)
=
δm
2
+
δm
2
= δm
Line A.7 follows from the observations that N ∗∗ = N ∗i ×N ∗j and |N<i |+ |N>i | ≤ |Ni|. Line A.8
follows from the observation that any product of subsets of N is bounded by the entire set, such as
|N<<i | ≤ |N |. Now I show that, over all transformations, δm is bound by δ.
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∞∑
m=1
[
k∑
n=1
[anm + b
n
m + c
n
m + d
n
m] + em + fm + gm + hm]
≤
∞∑
m=1
δm =
∞∑
m=1
6δ
m2pi2
=
6δ
pi2
∞∑
m=1
1
m2
=
6δ
pi2
pi2
6
= δ
A.3 Proof of Prop. 1
Consider the following expanded definition of the above proposition.
T∑
t=0
[max
s
{R(atpi′i , a
t
j , s)−R(atpiki , a
t
j , s)} −mins {R(a
t
pi′i
, atj , s)−R(atpiki , a
t
j , s)}]
≤
T∑
t=0
[max
s,aj
{R(atpi′i , aj , s)−R(a
t
piki
, aj , s)} −min
s,aj
{R(atpi′i , aj , s)−R(a
t
piki
, aj , s)}]
• Assume mins = mins,aj for all t ∈ T , resulting in the expression
T∑
t=0
maxs{R(atpi′i , a
t
j , s) −
R(at
piki
, atj , s)} ≤
T∑
t=0
maxs,aj{R(atpi′i , aj , s)−R(a
t
piki
, aj , s)}. It must be the case that the LHS must be at most
equivalent to the RHS, as, if the aj selected in the LHS is the maximal value, the maxs,aj will
select it. If the aj selected on the LHS is not the maximal value for a given ai and s, the RHS
must then be greater.
• Assume maxs = maxs,aj for all t ∈ T , resulting in the expression
T∑
t=0
mins{R(atpi′i , a
t
j , s) −
R(at
piki
, atj , s)} ≥
T∑
t=0
[mins,aj{R(atpi′i , aj , s)−R(a
t
piki
, aj , s)}]. Analogously to point 1, if the aj on the LHS is the
minimal value, then the mins,aj on the RHS must select it. If it is not, the RHS must be less.
• Following point 1 and 2, since each component of the LHS must be bounded by the equiv-
alent component on the RHS, the LHS must be a smaller range than the RHS. Therefore,
Λ ~aj (pi′i, pi
m
i ) ≤ Λ(pi′i, pimi , pij)
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